
ABSTRACT 

RASTOGI, VINAYAK. Microdroplet Engineering for Microbioassay and Synthesis of 
Functional Structured Porous Particles. (Under the direction of Dr. Orlin D. Velev). 
 

We present methods where sessile or suspended microdroplets are used to develop 

applications in the areas of bio-detection, photonics, drug delivery and catalysis. The first 

technique we report is for droplet-on-a-chip microbioassays. The assays are performed in 

droplet micro-containers suspended on the surface of high density fluorinated oil and are 

based on the process of agglutination of antibody-coated particles. Droplet microbioassays 

for the detection of Ricin were designed and their performance was compared to the 

standard handheld field assays. These droplet microbioassays were found to be 10 times 

more sensitive in terms of analyte concentration while requiring 100 times smaller volumes. 

We developed a model for the agglutination kinetics and mass transfer processes inside the 

droplets, which correlates well with the experimental data. 

 The second technique that we developed uses droplet templates dispensed on 

superhydrophobic substrates for the fabrication of a new class of three dimensional 

hierarchical microsphere assemblies. The technique is termed Dry Self Assembly (DSA) 

since the fabricated supraparticles are easily detached from the substrate and collected 

unlike methods where assembled structures are suspended in liquid environment. The sessile 

droplet templates cast the final supraparticles into light diffracting near-spherical assemblies. 

When illuminated with a collimated beam of light, the structures exhibit unique ring shaped 

color diffraction patterns on their surface. The experimental observations for the angular 



position and wavelength corresponding to a spot on the rings are interpreted using a surface 

diffraction grating model. 

We also tailored the DSA method to produce both shape-anisotropic and 

composition-anisotropic supraparticles. The shape anisotropy was demonstrated by 

fabricating "doughnut" assemblies using droplets of both pure silica suspensions and silica 

mixed with gold nanoparticles. The composition anisotropy was realized by redistribution of 

magnetic nanoparticles in droplets containing mixtures of latex and magnetic particle 

suspensions. The redistribution is dictated by the pattern of magnetic field to which the 

droplet templates are introduced during drying. We developed new types of patchy magnetic 

particles that can find application in targeted drug delivery. The latex matrix can be infused 

with a drug and the magnetic patch(es) facilitate remote manipulation of the carrier. A new 

microfluidic chip was developed for the in-vitro characterization of drug/material release 

rate from the porous latex network in a live environment. The release rate of dye (drug 

simulant) from the porous supports is quantified and interpreted on the basis of 

diffusion/dissolution based mass transfer models. The technique has the potential to perform 

simultaneous screening of multiple samples and replace the conventional bulk laboratory 

setup needed for determining the release profiles in drug development process. 
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Chapter 1.   

Introduction and Dissertation Goals 
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1.1 Introduction 

Microfluidics is the study and development of systems that deal with control, 

manipulation and processing of fluids at micron and submicron volume scales to perform 

large scale laboratory operations in an efficient and high throughput fashion. Performing 

laboratory operations on a small scale has drawn much attention from researchers in the last 

couple of decades due to the inherent fundamental features that accompany system 

miniaturization. These features include processing and handling miniscule volumes of 

fluids, increased analytical power as compared to conventional laboratory methods, reduced 

infrastructural footprint, inexpensive fabrication and setup procedures and ability to 

simultaneously process multiple samples. 

Small sample volumes reduce the time needed for synthesis or analysis of a sample. 

This has led to the miniaturization of laboratory operations to micro and nano scale devices 

known as lab-on-a-chip or micro total analysis systems (μ-TAS) where multiple laboratory 

processes can be performed efficiently.1-7 μ-TAS devices are portable, easy to operate and 

reduce the reagent costs and amount of waste produced.2,8,9 μ-TAS can be integrated with 

other microanalysis systems, thus creating immense potential for automated operations, 

which can be used in biochemical detection10-14, drug discovery and design15-17, proteomic 

and genomic analysis18-20, clinical and forensic applications9,21-23, materials synthesis24-26. 

Micro devices are cost effective and prevent the need for big investments in setting up 

laboratories with large sophisticated equipment. 
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Microfluidic devices and methods can be also used for manipulation of colloidal 

particles,27-29 fluids,5,30-33 and biomolecules.34-37 The development of microscale devices 

gives rise to several challenges such as design, fabrication and integration into automated 

systems. Reduction of the length scales of devices makes the surface forces more dominant 

in comparison to the volume forces. Hence, the induction of flow in microchannels calls for 

the usage of non conventional techniques. Several methods such as pressure gradients and 

electroosmosis37 have been used to induce fluid flow in microchannels.38-40 Alternatively, 

application of an electric field can be used to manipulate colloidal particles, fluids or 

biomolecules in suspension form. Potentials of small magnitude can produce high electric 

field intensity through usage of microscale electrodes 1,41. Electrically induced forces like 

dielectrophoresis (DEP)42-45 can be exploited to manipulate particles suspended in the 

media. During electrophoretic motion of particles, forces like electrohydrodynamics46 and 

gravity also act on the particles which need to be considered while calculating the net force. 

The primary focus of my graduate research is to explore, understand and exploit the 

fundamentals of microdroplet engineering for the development of new biodetection 

techniques and synthesis of hierarchical anisotropic porous assemblies. This chapter 

overviews the field of droplet microfluidics and presents a comprehensive outlook of the 

recent developments in droplet based research and applications. Typically most lab-on-a-

chip systems are operated under single phase fluid flow conditions wherein the dispersion of 

reacting volumes takes place due to the velocity profile variation from channel center 

towards walls32. Such behavior leads to varying residence time distributions for different 
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fluid volume elements, thus causing changes in product distribution and yield efficiency of a 

reaction run47. Close channel microfluidic chips also poses drawbacks and challenges 

including high pressure heads; undesired channel clogging due to adhesion of proteins, 

particles or cells7,24 and long result read out times. Research fields like bio-defense also call 

for extremely economical usage of limited sample volumes which is not always possible 

with conventional microfluidic techniques. 

 

1.2. Droplet Microfluidics 

Compartmentalization of fluid elements in the form of discrete droplets provides 

alternative to overcome or bypass a few problem occurring in closed channel 

microfluidics5,24,48-51. Droplets are generated by the use of immiscible phases, which avoids 

lateral dispersion of reactants. Restricting the reactive elements within droplet containers 

works as an effective way of eliminating differences in residence times and provides 

uniformity in incubation times for simultaneous processing and analysis of multiple 

biological samples.52 The high surface area to volume ratio for microscale droplets 

facilitates immense reduction of time scales required for heat and mass transfer thus aiding 

in rapid quantitative result output. Droplet based microfluidics provides precise control in 

terms of generating monodisperse droplet microreactors, which can be individually 

processed for transportation, mixing and analysis53,54 of reagents. 

Multiple identical droplets can be formed on a single microfluidic chip in a short 

time wherein parallel processing of reactants and experimentation can be done to efficiently 
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generate large data sets. Such versatility of droplet systems extends the potential for 

scalability and handling high throughput requirements as compared to continuous flow 

systems55. Researchers have exploited droplet based microfluidic systems to develop a 

variety of applications like fabricating anisotropic particles56-63, double emulsions64,65, 

nanoparticle synthesis66, light diffracting supraparticles67, photonic crystals68 and 

biodetection69-72. 

 

1.2.1. Droplet Generation and Manipulation 

The requirements of the applications and system geometry define the method to be 

used for generation and manipulation of droplets51,73 in microdevices74. The two most 

common methods used to generate droplets in bulk within microfluidic channels are T-

junction75-80 and flow focusing geometries81-85. Thorsen et al. in 2001 demonstrated the 

continuous formation of water droplets at the T-junction of two microchannels containing 

water and oil surfactant mixture80. The droplets were formed by injecting the dispersed 

phase (aqueous) stream perpendicular to continuous phase (oil) stream (Fig 1.1(a)). The 

droplet formation results from induced shear forces at the interface between two phases. A 

T-junction setup has been employed for continuous synthesis of polymer particles by 

solidifying the droplets, resulting in highly monodisperse84,86, anisotropic58,87,88 and 

mesoporous89 microparticles. 

In the flow focusing method the dispersed phase flows through the central channel 

and continuous phase in two outside channels (Fig 1.1(b)). The outer fluid applies pressure 
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and shear on the inner fluid which then breaks into droplets at or beyond the downstream 

narrow orifice at a position defined by the capillary number.91 Weitz and coworkers have 

created monodisperse double or multiple emulsions using the flow focusing technique by 

interleaved glass capillary arrangements and demonstrated uniform microencapsulations, 

functional microgels, and nanoparticle colloidosomes with selective permeability (Fig 

1.1(c)).65,92,93 Ismagilov et al. have demonstrated crystallization of proteins in nano-droplets 

transported inside glass capillaries.94  Such methods provide the flexibility of precise control 

over droplet size by changing the fluid flow rates and channel geometry. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. (a) Formation of water-in-oil droplets at a T-junction.80 (b) Flow focusing 
channel geometry.85 (c) Microcapillary geometry for generating double emulsions from 
coaxial jets.65 (d) Droplet formation in a coplanar DEP electrode setting.90 (e) Droplet 
formation from an on chip reservoir by electrowetting effect.72 

 

Selective generation and manipulation of droplets at the micro and nanoscale can be 

done in planar surface-based systems by two electric field based methods, namely 
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dielectrophoresis (DEP) and electro wetting on dielectric (EWOD). These kinds of systems 

eliminate the need for external pumps and channels and at the same time allow independent 

control of droplets. DEP is used to generate uniform droplets by drawing a long stream of 

fluid from the parent reservoir droplet and then allowing it to break into smaller droplets due 

to capillary instability (Fig 1.1(d)). The drawing of rivulet from the parent droplet is based 

on the phenomenon that fluids which are more polarizable than the surrounding media are 

drawn into the high electric field region created by a system of coplanar electrodes.44,90,95-97 

EWOD, on the other hand, is based on the principle of using an electric field to alter 

the interfacial energy and thus the contact angle between the fluid and the surface with 

which it is in contact98-102 Srinivasan et al. demonstrate an integrated and reconfigurable lab-

on-a-chip device where droplets are used as containers for performing bioassays on human 

physiological fluids. The droplets are generated and manipulated using the EWOD effect 

(Fig 1.1(e), Fig 1.2(a)).72 Biodetection on a chip requires minimal contact of droplets 

containing sample with solid surfaces. To meet this criterion Velev et al. developed a novel 

DEP-based lab-on-a-chip system (Fig 1.2(b)) wherein freely suspended droplets can be 

manipulated by applying AC electric fields through electrode arrays submerged under high 

density fluorinated oil.7,56 Mixing of samples has been performed by fusion of droplets on 

programmable EWOD based chips72,103 or transportation through winding channels (Fig 

1.2(c)).104 Division of a droplet into one or more daughter droplets can be executed with a T-

junction channel network (Fig 1.2(d)).105,106 Fusion of droplets of different materials has also 

been demonstrated on a T-junction chip (Fig 1.2(e, f)). 
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Figure 1.2. (a) Actuation of a droplet of Electrowetting based chip.103 (b) DEP manipulation 
of aqueous suspension droplets of microparticles freely suspended on the surface of high 
density oil.56 (c) Mixing in droplets enhanced by introducing a scheme of smooth and sharp 
turns in the channels.104 (d) Sequential fission of droplets in a T-junction series.105 
(e) Electric field assisted fusion of droplets.107 (f) Setup for droplet generation from two 
incoming streams with ratio control by changing the flow rates.106 
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1.3. Droplets as sites for biodetection 

Microdroplets have also been deployed as reactors for simultaneous execution of 

multiple reactions on a single chip.35,73,108,109 Biodetection is a specific case of this 

application where one or all the reactants are biological entities. Performing biological 

reactions inside droplets separated by immiscible fluid environment allows easy isolation of 

reactants from the surrounding environment, thus avoiding contamination. Also the mixing 

of reactants is more convenient, no high liquid pressure is required and sample usage is 

minimized.1,72,110,111 We use the DEP based droplet chip to perform biodetection in 

microliter size droplets. The following section explains the physical phenomena responsible 

for holding the freely suspended droplet containers in place while the microbioassays are 

performed. The next section explains the immunoagglutination principle on which 

conventional bioassays are based. 

 

1.3.1. Dielectrophoresis 

Dielectrophoresis is the term used to explain the motion of a particle in the presence 

of non-uniform electric field. When a polarizable particle is subjected to non-uniform 

electric field, a dipole is induced. The particle is attracted to or repelled from the region of 

high electric field intensity, depending on its polarizability compared to the medium (Fig 1). 

The DEP force does not depend on the polarity of electric field and is observed with 

alternating current fields (AC) as well as direct current fields (DC)112. In the AC electric 

field the particles exhibit a net displacement due to the non-zero time average of the 
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field112,113. Unlike DC field, use of AC field allows application of high electric field strength 

without creating electrolysis and electroosmotic flows. The time average DEP force (Fig. 

1.3), FDEP, is given by 

23 )(Re2 EKrF mDEP ∇= ωπε                                           (1-1) 
 

 

Figure 1.3. Dielectrophoretic force is induced by the presence of an electric field 
gradient . The particle is either attracted to or repelled from the high field intensity 
region depending on the sign of Re |K(ω)| 

2E∇

 

where εm is the dielectric permittivity of the medium, r is the radius of the particle, E is the 

electric field intensity, and K(ω) is the Clausius-Mossotti factor, the particle’s effective 

polarizability in media. The direction of the force on the particle depends on the real part of 

K(ω)114, 
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where σm is the conductivity of the medium, εp and σp are the dielectric permittivity and the 

conductivity of the particle, ω is the applied field frequency, and τMW is the Maxwell-

Wagner charge relaxation time 

)2(/)( mpmpMW σσεετ ++=     (1-3) 
 

 
Therefore, the direction in which the particle moves is not only determined by the 

properties of the particle and the medium but also the frequency of the applied field. For 

dielectric particles, the sign of the real part of K(ω) is changed at a crossover frequency of 

ωc = (τMW)-1. When Re|K(ω)| > 0, the particle is attracted toward the electric field maxima 

(positive DEP). When Re|K(ω)| < 0, the force on the particle drives it toward the region of 

lower field (negative DEP). 

Recently it has been shown that microwires can be assembled from a suspension of 

metallic nanoparticles42,115,116 by DEP. The DEP force has also been applied to prepare 

colloidal crystals and induce the separation and concentration of dielectric particles117-119. 

Apart from this DEP has found many useful applications in biosensors120, separation and 

manipulation of biological particles such as yeast cells, viruses, and DNA121-123. 

 

1.3.2. Conventional Immunoassays Methods 

Last five decades have seen immense development in the immunoagglutination 

techniques124,125 for detection and identification of biological molecules. Microfluidic 

devices have been commonly used124,126-131 in conjunction with immunoagglutination 
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techniques for applications such as detection of proteins like toxins, immunoglobulin, and 

hormones present in blood samples, immunoassays132, nucleic acid amplification tests, flow 

cytometry133, clinical diagnostics and detection of chemical and biological agents. 

 The latex agglutination assay134 is one of the popular methods to detect the presence 

of analyte (biological or other chemical species) in a sample (Fig. 1.4)135. It was first 

described in 1956 by Singer and Plotz136 and applied to rheumatoid factor. In this case latex 

refers to aqueous dispersion of antibody-coated polymeric microspheres which aggregate in 

the presence of an analyte of interest. The polymer microspheres are usually composed of a 

large number of polystyrene molecules held together by van der Waals forces. The surface 

properties of the polystyrene spheres depend on the type of end group attached to each 

individual polystyrene molecule137. A large selection of end groups can be incorporated onto 

the surface of microspheres to covalently attach a specific protein and at the same time 

provide colloidal stability. The spheres are electrostatically stabilized in aqueous solution 

because of the surface charge imparted by the functional groups. Because of the 

hydrophobic nature of the constituent polymeric material, the particles easily adsorb more 

hydrophobic molecules like antibodies and act as a base for the immunoagglutination 

process. 

Typical immunoagglutination assays use polystyrene microspheres with antibody 

molecules attached to their surfaces. The aqueous suspension of these microspheres is in 

turn mixed with a sample containing antigen molecules which is the analyte in 

immunological tests. Samples can be whole blood, serum, urine, etc. The antigen molecules 
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attach two antibody molecules situated on different microspheres and cause the 

agglutination of latex microspheres. The agglutination process can be used in several 

different modes depending on the functionalization of latex with antigen or antibody, to 

detect the analyte (antigen or an antibody, whichever is of interest), but each mode has its 

own application and limitations which is illustrated elsewhere130. Several different 

techniques such as nephelometry and spectrophotometry (Fig. 1.4) are employed to 

determine and quantify the aggregation state of the latex particles. 
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Figure 1.4. Conventional latex agglutination test and techniques to determine aggregation 
state135 
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One of the variations of immunoagglutination assays is the lateral flow device. These 

membrane based assays rely on immunochromatography principle125,138-140. These devices 

are commonly used to detect the presence of drugs of abuse, viruses and other agents of 

disease present in samples of blood, urine, hormones etc. The most common of these devices 

is the pregnancy test. A lateral flow device typically comprises of a porous membrane, 

usually nitrocellulose. The capture protein for the target analyte is immobilized onto the 

membrane. Once the sample is applied to the sample pad, the liquid migrates by capillary 

diffusion through the conjugate pad and re-hydrates the conjugate. Specific interaction 

between the conjugate and the analyte occurs, resulting in the formation of the complex. 

This complex proceeds to move onto the membrane and migrate towards the capture binding 

protein, where it becomes immobilized. The functioning of the device is shown in the 

Figure 1.5141. The process depends on the flow rate of the fluid through the membrane and 

typically takes 15-20 min for many commercial devices. The device requires at least 100 μL 

of antigen (or antibody) sample which is critical in areas such as biodefense where every 

drop of the sample is precious. This problem can be overcome using our DEP technique 

which requires less than a microliter of sample. 
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Figure 1.5. Schematics of lateral flow device for immunoagglutination test141 
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1.4. Droplets as templates for hierarchical materials assembly 

Droplet engineering has emerged as a versatile tool for developing multiple 

microscale applications in the last two decades. The droplets also work as sites for 

fabrication of hierarchical and responsive materials which can further find applications in 

photonics, 84,86,87microfluidics and sustained and targeted delivery of materials.142 Emulsion 

droplets have been exploited as templates for fabricating three-dimensional shell like 

assemblies.59,60,62,89,143-147 However, the initial aim for such processes was to use colloidal 

particles as an alternative to surface active agents in stabilizing emulsion droplets.148 Velev 

et al. demonstrated the use of emulsion droplet as templates to fabricate hollow 

“supraparticles”.59,60,62 (Fig. 1.6 (a, b) Similar hollow microstructures (“colloidosomes”) 

were fabricated by Weitz et al. where the interstitial porosity is easily controlled by 

changing the size of constituent colloidal particle stabilizers (Fig. 1.6 (c). Researchers have 

also exploited the droplets in microchannels as sites to design, synthesize and self assemble 

polymeric or Janus particles.88,92,149 
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Figure 1.6. (a, d) Schematics for self assembly of microparticles at the two phase interface 
and in bulk of the droplets.142 Anisotropic and functional supraparticle synthesis 
(b, c) around emulsion droplet templates59,145 and (e, f) inside freely suspended droplet 
templates56,61. (g, h) Self assembly inside droplets templates dispensed on solid surface.68,155 

 

Self assembly process of microparticles is not just limited to the two phase interface 

of droplets. Velev et al. developed a technique where microparticles self assemble within the 

droplets freely suspended on the surface of an immiscible fluid (high density fluorinated 

oil).29,56,61,150,151 By varying the initial composition of the suspended droplets and application 
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of external fields, a variety of shape-anisotropic and composition-anisotropic supraparticles 

were fabricated (Fig. 1.6 (e, f).61 Aerosol liquid droplet methods and spray drying have also 

been used to fabricate hierarchical assemblies.152-154 A major issue in performing self 

assembly in droplets suspended in liquid environment is to get rid of the liquid/organic 

solvent entrained in the pores of particle matrices. To overcome this issue, researchers have 

dispensed droplets containing microparticle suspensions on hydrophobic solid substrates 

(Fig. 1.6 (g, h) which allow the final structures to assume hemispherical shapes.68,155,156 

However, this method does not provide the flexibility of precise control over final shape and 

anisotropy development in the supraparticles. The challenge of shape control can be met by 

the usage of substrates which possess extremely high contact angles akin to the 

superhydrophobic surfaces found in nature.157,158 

 

1.5. Layout of this dissertation 

 
We have presented the versatile nature of microliter droplets in synthesizing novel 

materials and as sites for high throughput screening of multiple samples. My graduate 

research is focused on microdroplet engineering for performing bioassays and synthesis of 

functional structured porous assemblies. The work described in Chapter 2 illustrates the 

immunoagglutination assays performed inside droplet containers that need only a few 

nanoliters of analyte for biomolecular detection. The work is based on the method for 

electric field manipulation of microdroplets suspended on the surface of high density oil in 
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new liquid-liquid microfluidic chips7. The quantification is done based on particle 

aggregation dynamics theory, which was found to correlate well with experimental results. 

The physical parameters affecting the performance of microbioassays are discussed. The 

study is performed with antibodies and antigens supplied by the Department of Defense 

(DOD) Critical Reagents Program (CRP). The performance of the microbioassays is also 

compared to the Hand Held Assays (HHA) available through this program. 

Chapter 3 presents the synthesis of light diffracting near spherical supraparticles 

using droplet templates dispensed on superhydrophobic substrates. The physical phenomena 

responsible for the appearance of colorful ring patterns and a theoretical model (without 

fitting parameter) for the prediction of the angular position pertaining to any colored spot are 

also presented. Chapter 4 illustrates the application of spherical sessile droplet templates to 

fabricate shape-anisotropic (‘doughnut’) and composition-anisotropic (‘patchy magnetic’) 

hierarchical assemblies. Chapter 5 presents an investigation of the use of porous 

supraparticle assemblies in sustained release of dye (drug simulant). The novel microfluidic 

chip technique for the characterization of materials release from functional porous particles 

is presented. The release kinetics is explained on the basis of diffusion and dissolution based 

mass transfer model. Finally we summarize our findings in Chapter 6 and provide an 

outlook on future extension of the work. 
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2.1 Introduction 

The last five decades have brought forward significant development in the 

immunological techniques for biomolecular detection and identification.1,2 Many of the 

immunoassays for clinical diagnostics and detection of chemical and biological agents are 

based on particle agglutination principles.3 They are used in detection of various proteins 

such as immunoglobulin, toxins, and hormones present in blood serum.2,4-9 Microscale 

devices are commonly used in conjunction with immunological methods to process multiple 

samples in an efficient and rapid manner. Microfluidic operation in small volumes reduces 

the time needed for analysis of a sample. The volume of analyte solution may be critical in 

applications such as biodefense and forensic diagnostics where only limited sample amounts 

are available. 

The typical immunoagglutination assays are based on polystyrene latex microspheres 

with antibody molecules bound to their surface.3-10 An aqueous suspension of these 

microspheres is mixed with a sample containing antigen molecules from whole blood, 

serum, urine, etc. The antigen molecules bind two antibody molecules situated on different 

microspheres and cause agglutination (aggregation) of latex microspheres. Several 

techniques such as nephelometry and spectrophotometry could be employed to determine 

and quantify the aggregation state of the latex particles.  The immunoagglutination methods, 

however, are not readily compatible with conventional microfluidic devices with channels 

due to problems with mixing, clogging of the channels by particles or aggregates, protein 

fouling, high pressure heads generated by viscous fluid flow and long result read-out 
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times.11,12 Some of these problems can be addressed by "digital microfluidics" - moving 

droplets on solid surface using electrowetting.13-15  This technique, however, still may 

encounter problems with contact angle hysteresis, contact line pinning of droplets and 

fouling. Complex optical detection methods would be required to read the results of 

agglutination assays in the sessile droplets.  

In this manuscript we explore and characterize a new type of immunoassay based on 

an alternative droplet microfluidic technique. It is based on a fluidic chip where freely 

suspended droplets are entrapped and transported by dielectrophoresis without any contact 

with the solid surfaces.16-18 The microdroplets are suspended on the surface of perfluorinated 

hydrocarbon and serve as self-contained microscopic containers and reactors for performing 

and reading out assays for biological detection. The electric fields that hold and guide the 

droplets and particles are applied through arrays of electrodes submerged in the oil (Fig.2.1). 

The droplet technique does not encounter the problems of high pressure head, channel 

clogging, protein fouling and waste disposal existent in conventional microfluidic devices.  

We recently completed a detailed experimental study of the liquid flow and particle 

distribution, combined with simulation of the heat and mass transfer, inside single floating 

microdroplets.19 We established that evaporation from the exposed portion of droplets 

protruding through the oil leads to internal water circulation, mixing and microseparation of 

the particles in top part of the droplets. The internal circulation is driven by Marangoni flow. 

Finite element simulations for hydrodynamic flows inside the droplet were in a good 

correlation with the experimental observations. Various chemical reactions and materials 
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synthesis processes can be performed in these microcontainers.19 We show here how such 

“droplet engineering” could find applications in novel bioassays.  
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Figure 2.1. (a) Experimental setup with evaporating droplets on a DEP chip. (b) Schematics 
and optical micrograph from above of evaporating droplet without antigen. (c) Schematics 
and micrograph of gold nanoparticle aggregation in a droplet containing antigen. 
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2.1.1. Principles of the immunological bioassays in microdroplets 
 

The evaporation process of the droplets can be used for on-chip detection of 

antibody-antigen driven agglutination. In the earlier demonstration of the principle we 

mixed aqueous suspensions of 0.32 µm latex particles and of 40 nm gold nanoparticles 

coated with goat anti-rabbit IgG.19 One part of the suspension was kept as is and another part 

was mixed and incubated with rabbit IgG (the antigen for the IgG bound on the gold 

nanoparticles). 1.0 µL droplets of each suspension, (Droplet 1 no antigen – “negative 

control” droplet, Droplet 2 with antigen – “test droplet”) were deposited on the F-oil, 

entrapped by the electric field and observed during drying under the microscope (Fig. 2.1). 

As the droplets began to dry, a dark gold nanoparticle “eyeball” spot appeared on the top 

surface of the negative control droplet without rabbit IgG (Fig. 2.1b inset). Deposits of gold 

nanoparticles in the droplet with rabbit IgG, however, were not visible on the surface (Fig. 

2.1c inset).  

The differences in the particle collection pattern in the top part of droplets arises 

because the gold nanoparticles in the test droplet bind to other gold nanoparticles particles 

via antibody-antigen interaction, forming large clusters as a result of this agglutination 

process. The gold nanoparticles in the negative control droplet, on the other hand, do not 

agglutinate in the absence of antigen and remain freely dispersed. The agglutinated gold 

nanoparticles in the test droplet cannot pass through the interstices between the latex 

particles collected on the top section of the droplet showing a positive result. The unbound 

free nanoparticles in the negative control droplet are dragged to the surface and form the 
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darker spot indicating negative result. Thus microseparation inside the droplets allows direct 

and easy distinguishing of the aggregation state of the suspended particles affected by 

biomolecular binding. This process was developed further and investigated in depth in our 

present study to enable the development of sensitive biological microbioassays. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Schematics of the immunorecognition and agglutination processes taking place 
in the two microbioassay formats studied. 

 

2.1.2 Formats of immunoagglutination bioassays studied 

We developed two types of assays, schematically shown in Figure 2.2 and performed 

limit of detection (LOD) experiments. Both assays use gold nanoparticles functionalized 

with antibodies for the targeted biological or chemical molecule. The difference between the 

two formats lies in the types of latex particles present in the droplets. The first assay 

reported here is Gold Only Agglutination (GOAgg) which uses non-functionalized latex 
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microspheres. The functionalized gold nanoparticles agglutinate in the presence of an 

antigen, forming clusters within the bulk of the droplet. The second assay format, coded here 

as Gold and Latex Agglutination (GLAgg) is based on similar detection principles, but in 

this case both the gold nanoparticles and the latex spheres are conjugated with 

immunoglobulin. The antigen leads to agglutination of all particles, including the gold 

nanoparticles, the latex spheres and cross-agglutination between the gold and latex particles. 

The detection is carried out by the microseparation procedure and a positive result is 

detected by the absence of gold nanoparticle ring or spot on the droplet top.  

There are important differences between the above mentioned formats of 

microbioassays. The GOAgg format is less expensive and simpler to implement and read. 

These assays, however, may be easily oversaturated with antigen, resulting in false negative 

results. Oversaturation occurs when antigen concentration in the droplets is enough to bind 

to all antibodies at a ratio of at least 1:1, as a result of which cross-linking of the particles 

becomes impossible. This ratio was found to be higher in the experiments owing to the slow 

diffusion and orientation constraints in binding of the particles. The GLAgg format, on the 

other hand, requires two types of functionalized particles, and thus is a bit more expensive 

and complex. However, it may be less prone to oversaturation because of the higher number 

of antigen binding sites available on both latex and gold nanoparticles. 

In the following sections we present the experimental data and evaluate the 

microbioassays (GOAgg and GLAgg) using Goat Anti-Rabbit Immunoglobulin and Rabbit 

Immunoglobulin pair. The performance of assays was assessed in terms of reliability, 
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sample volume, limit of detection, incubation time, particle size, and concentration detection 

range. The microbioassays are also characterized using antibodies and antigens supplied by 

Critical Reagents Program (CRP, US Department of Defense) for a realistic biological 

defense application - detection of Ricin. We compare the parameters of the microbioassays 

developed with the ones of common hand-held assays and laboratory CRP assays using 

particle agglutination techniques. In the second part of the paper we present results from 

theoretical model of the kinetics of particle agglutination and correlate them with 

experimental results. 

 

2.2. Experimental Procedures 

2.2.1. Materials 

The detection in microbioassay droplets is based on gold nanoparticles penetrating 

through cavities in the latex particles cap. Calculations for the geometry of the cavity formed 

between the spheres in a hexagonally close-packed crystal show that the minimal opening 

size is ~15% of the diameter of microspheres. The diameter of latex particles should be such 

that the aggregated 40 nm gold nanoparticles cannot pass through the interstices of the latex 

microspheres. Hence polystyrene latex microspheres of size 0.32 μm were chosen to detect 

the presence of antigen in the microbioassay droplet. Aqueous surfactant-free sulfate-

stabilized 0.32 µm polystyrene latex microspheres were purchased from Interfacial 

Dynamics Corp. (Portland, OR, USA). Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG (H&L) – FlouresbriteTM 
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Carboxylate YG Beads were purchased from Polysciences Incorporation (Warrington, PA, 

USA). The microspheres were centrifuged at 1100 g for 10 min with Marathon micro-A 

centrifuge (Fisher Scientific, USA) and washed with deionized (D.I.) water. The collected 

microspheres were resuspended in D.I. water and sonicated (Branson Ultrasonics Corp., CT, 

USA).  The DI water used was obtained from Millipore RiOs 16 reverse osmosis water 

purification systems (Bedford, MA, USA).  

An inert, high density perfluorinated oil, FC-70, was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

(St. Louis, MO, USA). 40 nm gold nanoparticles were obtained from British Biocell 

International (Cardiff, UK). 40 nm goat Anti-Rabbit IgG conjugated gold particles were 

purchased from EY Labs (San Mateo, CA, USA). Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) was 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Rabbit IgG Plasma was purchased from Calbiochem (San 

Diego, CA, USA). Ricin antigen (Ricin A-Chain) and Ricin antibody (Goat Anti-Ricin 

Toxin) were supplied by the DOD Critical Reagents Program (CRP). Standard Hand Held 

Assays (HHA) for the detection of Ricin were also obtained through CRP. These assays 

operate on immunochromatographic principle.1 

 

2.2.2. Experimental Setup 

The DEP chip used to capture microdroplets carries arrays of electrodes situated on a 

circuit board.20 The square waves of frequency 800 Hz and amplitude of 700 V applied to 

the electrodes were generated using a FG-7002C Sweep/Function generator (EZ Digital 

Company Limited, Korea) and a Piezo Driver/Amplifier (Model PZD 700, Trek 
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Incorporation, USA). The electrode chip was immersed in 4.5 mL high density fluorinated 

oil (FC-70) contained in a small Petri dish (Millipore Co., MA, USA). The Petri dish was in 

turn kept inside a bigger chamber containing desiccant to enhance evaporation of droplets 

(Fig. 2.1). 

Microseparation of particles due to evaporation in the droplets was continuously 

monitored from top using SZ61 0.7-4.5x zoom stereomicroscope (Olympus America Inc., 

NY, USA). Their images were captured at regular intervals using DSC-V1 Cyber-Shot 

digital camera (SONY, Japan) coupled with the microscope. Characterization of the droplet 

geometry was done using Olympus BX-61 optical microscope (Olympus America Inc., NY, 

USA). Images of the droplets were taken using high resolution DP70 digital CCD 

microscope camera (Olympus America Inc., NY, USA). 

 

2.2.3. Methodolgy 

Water droplets of volume 1.0 μL containing the microspheres, functionalized gold 

nanoparticles and antigen were dispensed onto the oil surface using ultramicropipette 

(Eppendorf North America Inc., NY, USA). The droplets for GOAgg microbioassay were 

prepared by washing the latex particles twice with 0.01 M PBS and centrifuging them at 

3000 g for 20 min. The supernatant was decanted, the latex particles were sonicated and then 

mixed with 0.01 M PBS containing 2 mg/mL BSA and incubated for 30 min. BSA was 

routinely added to the solutions to prevent any specific adsorption of antigens on the surface 

of latex microspheres during the microbioassays.21 In the next step the microspheres were 
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again washed with PBS and then centrifuged to remove unadsorbed immunoglobulin in the 

solution. Subsequently a solution containing 0.2 mg/mL BSA and 0.1 wt% Tween-20 in 

0.01 M PBS (referred to further as "PBSA") was added with sonication to adjust final latex 

concentration to 15 wt%.  

The latex solution was then mixed in 1:1 volume ratio with goat anti-rabbit IgG 

conjugated suspension containing 0.04 wt% of 40 nm gold particles. 10.0 μL aliquots of this 

latex/gold mix were taken and increasing concentrations of antigen (Negative control – no 

antigen, 1.0 μg/mL, 10.0 μg/mL, and 100.0 μg/mL) were added to each. To study the effect 

of incubation time, several sets of 10.0 μL aliquots of latex and antibody coated gold were 

prepared. Aliquots of each set were then mixed with antigen concentration varying from 0 to 

10.0 μg/mL. These assays were incubated for times ranging from 5 min to 45 min.  

Latex solutions for the GLAgg assay were prepared using goat anti-rabbit IgG coated 

FlouresbriteTM Carboxylate YG Beads of 1.03 μm diameter. These antibody-coated particles 

were pretreated by the same procedures as described above for latex in GOAgg assay to 

adjust latex concentration to 2.6 wt%. The latex suspension was then mixed in 1:1 volume 

ratio with 0.04 wt% suspension of antibody-conjugated 40 nm gold nanoparticles. The 

latex/gold particle suspension was divided into 10.0 μL aliquots and increasing 

concentrations of antigen were added before incubation and deposition of 1.0 μL droplets on 

the chip.  

We examined the effect of gold nanoparticles and Tween-20 on the evaporation rate 

of droplets in order to characterize the drying process leading to detection. This was done 
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with sets of droplets, which had similar contents except for the presence of gold 

nanoparticles and Tween-20. The preparation procedure was the same as for droplets in 

GOAgg microbioassays. Two sets of 1.0 μL droplets were compared. The droplets in the 

first set contained 15 wt% latex and a mixture of latex and 0.04 wt% gold nanoparticles in 

PBSA. The droplets in the second set had the same particles, but 0.05 wt% Tween-20 was 

added to all samples. The droplets were entrapped on the DEP chip and their diameter was 

measured with time using high magnification optical microscopy to compare the rate of 

evaporation. 

 

2.3. Results and Discussion 

2.3.1. Gold Only Agglutination Microbioassay (GOAgg) 

In the initial set of experiments we verified that the assay functions as expected. We 

then performed a detailed study of the effects of the major experimental parameters. The 

results can be summarized as follows. 

Effect of antigen concentration: The suspension containing latex and gold 

nanoparticles and varying concentration of antigen was pre-incubated for 30 min. Images of 

droplets evaporating on F-oil surface were then taken at regular intervals. After 12 min of 

drying time, the droplets showed clear difference in the collection pattern of colloidal gold 

on top (Fig. 2.3). The gold nanoparticles in negative control droplets were able to pass 

through the interstices between latex microspheres and collect on top. No nanoparticle 
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aggregation had taken place owing to the absence of antigen. The droplet with 1.0 µg/mL 

antigen concentration showed the least amount of gold nanoparticle collection on top. This 

points out that the gold nanoparticles had agglutinated strongly and formed aggregates large 

enough to get entrapped in the cavities between the latex particles. 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Optical micrographs of droplets in a Gold Only Agglutination (GOAgg) assay. 
1.0 μg/mL antigen concentration shows the least amount of gold nanoparticles collection on 
top for 30 min incubation time. The white areas in the top of the droplets are the dense latex 
particle phases. The gold nanoparticles reaching the top are easily observed because of their 
intensively red color. 

 

The assay droplets containing 10.0 µg/mL antigen displayed more gold nanoparticles 

collected in its top portion than the 1.0 μg/mL antigen droplets. This can be explained with 

effective over-saturation of the antigen-binding antibody sites on the gold nanoparticles. The 

binding process occurs when free antibody on one particle gets in contact with an antigen 

bound to an antibody on another particle. The binding does not take place when both 

antibodies on the two particles are saturated with antigen. The collision of heavily antigen-

covered gold particle with another antigen-saturated nanoparticle site does not lead to 
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aggregation. A larger number of gold nanoparticles remained unaggregated, passing through 

the interstices of collected latex particles cap and migrating to droplet top. 

The droplet with 100.0 μg/mL antigen showed maximal amount of gold nanoparticle 

collection. The concentration of antigen in this droplet was high enough to saturate all or 

nearly all antigen binding sites on the surface of the colloidal gold. Thus, the gold particles 

did not aggregate and collected in the top portion of the droplet. Notably, the color of the 

gold nanoparticles collected here differs from the one of the negative control, displaying a 

more bluish tint. This can be explained by the partial aggregation of the nanoparticles before 

full surface saturation takes place. The plasmon absorption band of colloidal gold depends 

on the effective size of the nanoparticles and as the nanoparticles aggregate they show a red 

shift in the absorption spectra.22 In practice, the difference in the color could not be a 

parameter reliable enough to distinguish the negative control droplets from the oversaturated 

ones. Thus, oversaturation (in this case occurring at an antigen concentration ∼100 times 

higher than the optimal one) could lead to error in the readout of these assays.  

Scanning electron microscopy observations of a dried microbioassay droplet confirm 

the assumption of hexagonal closed packing of latex particles in the top portion of droplets. 

Micrographs of the bottom side of the particle aggregate were taken after flipping it over an 

SEM grid, illustrating how the agglutinated gold nanoparticle clusters get captured in 

between the interstices of the latex particles (Fig. 2.4).  
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Figure 2.4. Scanning electron micrograph showing cluster of aggregated gold nanoparticles 
trapped in the interstices between latex particles in the bottom portion of droplet cap. 
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Figure 2.5. Optical micrographs of GOAgg microbioassay for varying incubation times 
(vertical direction) and varying concentration (horizontal direction). 
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Effect of incubation time: The influence of incubation time (before depositing and 

drying the droplets) on the performance of microbioassays was evaluated using the GOAgg 

system (Fig. 2.5) Short incubation times (< 5 min) did not result in visible pattern that can be 

interpreted for successful antigen detection. The gold nanoparticles and antigen molecules 

do not undergo enough effective collisions at such short times. The gold nanoparticles get 

pushed to the droplet top by the evaporation flux before they had formed big enough clusters 

to be caught in the latex particles pores. The microbioassays show differentiable pattern for 

15 min of incubation time. The smallest amount of gold nanoparticles coming to the top is 

registered after 30 minutes incubation, indicating that this is about the optimal incubation 

time, during which the major fraction of the Au nanoparticles have been included into 

aggregates large enough to prevent them from reaching the top surface during the 

evaporation.  

Surprisingly, we consistently observed larger fraction of gold nanoparticle collection 

for the assays after 45 min incubation in comparison to the ones performed at smaller 

incubation times (see bottom row in Fig. 2.5). The difference between the positive and 

negative control assays becomes hard to visualize. Thus the assays seemed to deteriorate and 

free particles were released from the aggregates formed. We hypothesize that the 

detachment is caused by the thermal motion of the gold nanoparticles and the presence of a 

large pool of free surfactant (Tween-20) in the medium. The antibodies are physically 

adsorbed on the gold surface and can be pulled off partially during the thermal fluctuations 

on the large agglutinated gold particles. Once an antibody gets pulled off partially from the 
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nanoparticle surface, the surfactant molecules present in the droplet compete to adsorb at 

their place and prevent immunoglobulin re-adsorption. The danger of "over-incubating" the 

assays is significant for practical applications and will be investigated in the future due to its 

complex origins. 

 

2.3.2. Gold and Latex Agglutination Microbioassay (GLAgg) 

The GLAgg agglutination process involves more complex interactions in comparison 

to the GOAgg microbioassay. This assay includes agglutination of both the antibody 

conjugated latex microspheres and the antibody conjugated gold particles (Fig. 2.2). 

Aliquots of 10.0 μL latex and gold nanoparticle suspension were incubated for 15 min and 

55 min to allow for completion of the agglutination processes. The droplets were then 

dispensed on the DEP liquid-liquid chip to follow the microseparation due to evaporation. 

We observed similar gold nanoparticles collection pattern on top for a wider range of 

antigen concentrations (0.1 μg/mL ~ 10.0 μg/mL), regardless of the time during which 

droplets are incubated (Fig. 2.6). This was in contrast to GOAgg microassays, which only 

performed optimally for 30 min incubation at a concentration of 1.0 μg/mL. In addition to 

the lack of dark red spot, the latex particles do not collect effectively on the surface due to 

the formation of loose latex aggregates.  

In contrast to the GOAgg microbioassays, the Gold and Latex Agglutination systems 

were not sensitive to the size of the latex particles. GOAgg assays with spheres 0.78 μm and 

larger were not successful because the large size interstices in the latex cap allowed even 
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aggregated gold nanoparticles to pass through. The GLAgg assays worked successfully with 

particles of 1.03 μm in size, because the gold nanoparticles are prevented from reaching the 

surface by binding rather than filtering in the cavities. A gold particle with antibody sites 

covered with antigen rising to the droplet surface can become attached to the latex particles 

collected in the top portion of the droplets via their antigen free antibody sites. 

The comparison between the two assay formats leads us to the conclusion that the 

GLAgg microbioassays are less affected by incubation time and less responsive to analyte 

concentration. There are more antigen binding sites that can adsorb more antibodies before 

saturating. In addition, the gold particles in GLAgg microbioassays have low probability of 

making it to the top surface of latex particles cap even if the cavities between the particles 

are larger than that in the GOAgg assays.  

 

 

Figure 2.6. Optical micrographs of droplets with GLAgg assays at increasing antigen 
concentrations.  
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In summary, the results point out that the rapid and reliable detection in these assays 

depends on the balance between incubation time and analyte concentration. GOAgg assays 

are simpler and are, in principle, more sensitive. The GLAgg microbioassays can give faster 

results and appear less prone to oversaturation in comparison to GOAgg format due to the 

presence of larger amount of antigen binding sites available on both types of particles. 

 

2.3.3. Gold Only Agglutination Microbioassay (GOAgg) with Ricin Antibody 

Assays based on goat anti-rabbit antibodies are a research standard, but they might 

not be a realistic enough simulation for practical toxin antigens. For this purpose we 

experimented with GOAgg bioassays based on gold nanoparticles coated with ricin 

antibody. The antibody was conjugated to the colloidal gold using the protocol given by 

Beesley.23-26 The experiment was then conducted by the same protocol as for GOAgg 

microbioassays. This experiment also allowed us to evaluate the performance of the droplet 

assays to the one of the standard DOD hand held assays (HHA) operating on 

immunochromatographic principles.1,27,28 The Ricin droplet microbioassays showed 

minimum gold nanoparticles collection for 1.0 μg/mL concentration at 30 min incubation 

time (Fig. 2.7). This correlates well with the results of GOAgg microbioassays made with 

goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated gold. The hand held assays needed at least 10 μg/mL to 

yield positive results. 
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A summary of the evaluation of the Ricin droplet microbioassays and the 

conventional Hand Held Assays (HHA) is presented in Table 2.1. The droplet based assays 

take three times as much time as HHA to produce detection results. However, they have 10 

times lower limit of detection (LOD) and are also 100 times more efficient in utilizing 

sample volume. These advantages make them suitable for analysis of biotoxin agents and 

forensic samples of microscopic volumes and low concentrations. Assays based on other 

antibodies for Ricin with higher sensitivity have been reported previously.27,29,30 However, 

these assays use larger sample volumes in comparison to the droplet based microbioassay. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Comparison between optical micrographs of droplet GOAgg assay with Ricin as 
an antigen (top) and conventional Hand Held Assay for Ricin. 30 min incubation. 
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Table 2.1. Summary comparison between HHAs and droplet based microbioassays. 
 

Parameter Hand Held Assay Droplet Based Assay 

Incubation time ~15 min ~45 min 

Volume of sample > 100 μL < 1.0 μL 

Lower limit of detection 10.0 μg/mL 1.0 μg/mL 

 

 

2.3.4. Factors affecting evaporation rate of droplets.  

The speed of microseparation of particles in the top section of the droplets is 

controlled by evaporation. The microbioassays can provide faster results if the evaporation 

rate of droplets is increased. In order to facilitate the future improvement and optimization 

of the droplet assays, we investigated the effect of gold nanoparticle concentration, presence 

of Tween-20, background protein (BSA) concentration, and electric field intensity to the 

evaporation rate. Four sets of drying droplets were compared to examine the effect of 

Tween-20 and Au nanoparticles on evaporation rate (Fig. 2.8). The protocol for these 

experiments is detailed in the Methods section. The data indicate that the presence of 

surfactant assures a slower but more uniform drying of the droplets (compare Fig 2.8(a) with 

Fig 2.8(c), Fig 2.8(b) with Fig 2.8(d)). On the other hand, the gold nanoparticles strongly 

increased the evaporation rate in comparison to the surfactant (compare Fig 2.8(a) with Fig 

2.8(b), Fig 2.8(c) with Fig 2.8(d)). 
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Figure 2.8. Micrographs of typical droplets, illustrating the effect of presence of gold 
nanoparticles and Tween-20 on the drying rate of droplets. (a) Latex only, (b) Latex and 
gold nanoparticles, (c) Latex and Tween-20, (d) Latex, gold nanoparticles and Tween-20. 
All droplets were allowed to evaporate for 65 minutes. 
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Figure 2.9. Droplet diameter variation with evaporation time for droplets containing 
different ingredients.  

 
The gold nanoparticle effect on evaporation was examined quantitatively by 

measuring the diameter with time for three types of droplets (Fig. 2.9). The concentration of 

gold nanoparticles was kept the same as in GOAgg droplet bioassays. The normalized 

droplet diameter in all cases decreased approximately linearly with time. The difference in 

slope points out that droplets containing nanoparticles were evaporating faster in comparison 

to the PBSA and latex droplets. This supports the conclusion drawn from Figure 2.8 that the 

presence of gold nanoparticles increases the evaporation rate of droplets. The higher 

evaporation rate in the presence of nanoparticles is possibly a consequence of the 

deformation and corrugation of the surface by the layer of particles collected and pressed 

against it from the water side and the resulting higher area of evaporation. The results in 
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general point out that the concentration of nonionic surfactant and nanoparticles should be 

sustained constant in order to compare the results of the various assays. 

Since the droplets are attracted to the underlying electrodes where the electric field 

intensity is high, it was also speculated that higher field intensities can pull down them down 

towards the electrodes and thus control the degree to which they protrude from the surfaces. 

This could change the size of the meniscus and the top open area where evaporation takes 

place. Droplets containing PBS were observed while varying the magnitude of electric field 

intensity in the operating range of 50,000 V/cm ~ 80,000 V/cm. Contrary to our hypothesis, 

however, we found that changing electric field intensity does not affect the droplet meniscus 

size in our system. The major factor in assay performance recognized so far is the dynamics 

of particle agglutination. The next section evaluates the particle aggregation dynamics for 

GOAgg microbioassay on the basis of modified agglutination theory and kinetic models 

available in the literature. 

 

2.4. Model of Particle Agglutination Dynamics 

 The optimization of droplet microbioassays requires fast aggregation of 

antibody-coated particles to produce rapid detection results. We develop here a particle 

agglutination model to explain the binding dynamics of the biologically functionalized 

particles in the microbioassays. Several assumptions and modifications were made to 

existing theories to make this model simple yet versatile enough. The particles are 
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approximately spherical, so we can assume that the process is similar to reaction between 

spheres for which the rate constant can be expressed as 

)( RD

RD

kk
kkK
+

=        (2.1) 

 
where RDkD π4=  is the diffusion rate constant ( R is the sum of the radii of reacting 

spheres, D is the relative diffusion constant) and is the reaction constant, which 

characterizes the binding of the biomolecules on the particle surfaces.31 Antigen-antibody 

binding reactions are specific and their rate is known to be rapid in comparison to the rate of 

diffusion.32 However, for certain system geometries the binding process may be reaction 

limited. The ratio of the reaction control to the diffusion control in the binding process can 

be estimated by Damkohler number. It is defined as 
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where R is the radius of the gold nanoparticles in cm, is the maximum forward reaction 

rate in ml/(mol-s) considering orientation and other rate limiting factors,  is the surface 

concentration of antibody sites on the gold nanoparticles in mol/cm2 and DB  is the diffusion 

constant for antigen molecules in cm2/s. For our system Da = 0.6, which suggests that it is 

reaction limited. This reaction control, however, switches to diffusion control after a certain 

time interval (δ) which is defined as33 
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For our system, δ is on the order of few milliseconds, which signifies that the 

aggregation (agglutination) process in our system is effectively diffusion controlled. 

Equation 1 for the aggregation kinetics then simplifies to 

)()(4 BABAD rrDDkK ++== π      (2.4) 
 

where  is given by Smoluchowski theory33,34, and are the radius of reacting spheres. 

The diffusion constants of the spheres can be related to their radii by the Stokes-Einstein 

equation 
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where η  is the fluid viscosity, T is absolute temperature and  is the Boltzmann constant. 

Equation (4) can be rewritten as 

Bk

roeD fkk =         (2.6) 
 

where η3/8 Tkk Boe =

BABA rrr 4/)2+

is the universal rate constant for particles of equal radius and 

 is the geometrical factor.  r rf (=

The aggregation process in the GOAgg microbioassay system takes place in two 

steps. The first step includes binding between antigen molecules and antibodies conjugated 

to gold particles. In the second step the antigen bound to an antibody site on one gold 
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particle binds with another free antibody site on another gold particle and binds the two gold 

particles together (Fig. 2.10). 

 

Figure 2.10. Schematics of two step model for aggregation of gold nanoparticles in the 
presence of antigen. 

 
The diffusion rate constant mentioned in equation (6) takes into account only the 

translational diffusion of reacting spheres. It is accurate only when the surface of the sphere 

is completely covered with reactive sites and all collisions are fully effective. However, in 

our case the gold nanoparticles have an average of 10-12 antigen binding sites per particle 

available for biomolecular reaction. Even if the reactive sites of the particles come into 

contact during collision, they might not aggregate because of unfavorable orientation. Apart 

from rotational diffusion, steric factors and reactive site area need to be considered for the 

calculation of rate constant. For the first step of aggregation after steric factors are taken into 

account, the reaction rate constant is given as 
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where D = DA + DB, R = rA + rB, rB is the radius of the smaller reactant and rA the radius of 

the larger particle.33 For the second step we consider two spheres A and B, having reactive 
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sites described by parameters θA and θB respectively. θ is the ratio of the radius of reactive 

site on the particle and the particle radius itself. The diffusion rate constant in this case is 

given by35 

8/)(42 BABAD RDk θθθθπ +=      (2.8) 
 

In our system rA = rB, hence θA = θB = rS / rA, where  is the radius of the reactive site, 

which corresponds to the radius of the area occupied by the IgG onto the surface of gold. 

The rate constant for the second step of aggregation can then be expressed as 
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Agglutination of two antibody-coated gold nanoparticles requires that an antibody 

site with bound antigen on one gold particle collides with an antigen-free antibody site on 

another gold nanoparticle. The rate of agglutination depends on the concentration of antigen, 

which in turn controls the number of antigen-bound and antigen-free antibody sites on the 

gold nanoparticles. The concentration of single gold nanoparticles not only changes via 

collision with other single gold nanoparticles but also via collision with bigger aggregates 

(doublets, triplets, etc.). For spherical particles of the same size, the concentration of any 

aggregate can be calculated using the theory of Smoluchowski as 
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tot
oC][  is the initial concentration of antibody conjugated gold nanoparticles (monomers), τ is 

the characteristic half-time of aggregation and kD is the diffusion rate constant. The value of 

j varies as 1, 2, 3… corresponding respectively to monomers, dimers, trimers etc.34-36  The 

theory assumes that the diffusion rate constant is the same for dimers, trimers and higher 

order aggregates. This is in contrast to what equation 9 suggests. However, this 

simplification does not affect our evaluations, as we are interested only in the formation of 

aggregates of second order (dimers). 

To account for the probability of a successful binding collision leading to 

agglutination, the diffusion rate constant should include a collision frequency factor.37,38 The 

collision frequency factor P can be estimated as follows 

( )( )φφ −= 12P      (2.12) 
 

whereφ  is the number of antibody sites with bound antigen molecules and ( )φ−1 is the 

number of antibody sites not bound to antigen molecules. After taking the collision 

frequency into account, we can calculate the corrected half time for aggregation as 

tot
oD CkP ][

2
=τ       (2.13) 

 

For a given value of the diffusion rate constant and initial concentration, the half 

time is minimal at maximal probability. The collision frequency factor has a maximum at 

the value of φ = 0.5 for 50% coverage of antibody sites by antigen on each particle. 
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Immunoglobulins are Y-shaped bi-functional structures, so each antibody site can bind two 

antigen molecules.39 As mentioned before, on average there are 6 antibody sites on every 

gold nanoparticle, leading to a total of 12 antigen binding sites available on each gold 

nanoparticle. For maximum collision efficiency factor, the number of antigen binding sites 

covered is 6.  

The values of the parameters used in the estimates are listed in the Appendix. The 

diffusion rate constant for the second process (particle collision) is two orders of magnitude 

lower than for the first one, suggesting that it is the rate limiting step for binding kinetics. 

After 3 τ2= 44.6 min, 94% of the gold nanoparticles in the solution form at least a dimer. 

The time of 44.6 min is close to the one observed in the experiments (30 min incubation 

followed by 20 min of drying). For 3.09×1017 particle/m3 of gold nanoparticles, the 

concentration of antigen must be 1.854×1018 particle/m3, which corresponds to an optimal 

antigen concentration of 0.5 µg/mL. This is close to the value of 1.0 µg/mL that we 

established in the experimental results. 

The concentration of each type of gold nanoparticle aggregate (relative to initial 

antibody-coated gold nanoparticles concentration) is plotted with respect to time in Figure 

2.11. As predicted by the aggregation half-time τ, the concentration of unaggregated 

antibody-coated gold nanoparticles (black curve) goes down to 6% of its initial value in 

about 45 min. For comparison we also plot the time evolution of the concentration of 

aggregates like dimers (red curve), trimers (green curve), tetramers (blue curve) and other 

higher order aggregates.  
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Figure 2.11. Concentration profiles of different types of aggregates relative to initial gold 
nanoparticle concentration (equations 2.10 and 2.13). 

 
 

A comparison between the experimental results and the theoretically calculated 

values is given in Table 2.2. The agreement between experiments and theory suggests that 

the model can be used to predict the behavior of the microbioassays for any change in 

system parameters. This can be used for calculating the optimal particle concentration and 

minimal incubation times in designing future microbioassays, both in droplet on a chip or 

other formats. The applicability of the model to the case of Ricin was verified on the basis of 

the similarity in size and correspondingly in diffusion rates.40,41 
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Table 2.2. Comparison between experimental results and theoretical values for droplet 
microbioassays. 
 

Parameter Experimental value Evaluated by theory 

Incubation time ~ 50 min 

(30 min incubation, 20 min drying) 

45 min 

Optimum antigen 
concentration 

1.0 μg/mL 0.5 μg/mL 

 
 
 

Table 2.3. List of constants and variables used in the theoretical calculations 

 
Concentration of gold nanoparticles =  particle/m3 AC 171009.3 ×

Molecular weight of immunoglobulin = 160 kDa30 IgGM

Antigen concentration  )/()( IgGAB MNCC =

where C is antigen concentration in µg/mL 

BC = particle/m3 for C = 1.0 µg/mL 1810764.3 ×

Radius of gold nanoparticles =  m Ar 8100.2 −×

Average radius of IgG42  =  m Br 9105.3 −×

Diffusion rate constant for first step =  m3/s (Equation 1.7) 1Dk 181087.1 −×

Diffusion rate constant for second step  =  m3/s (Equation 1.9) 2Dk 201045.1 −×

Half time constant for first step of aggregation 1τ  = 0.564 sec 
Half time constant for second step of aggregation 2τ  = 891.2 sec = 14.86 min 

 

2.5. Concluding remarks 

We show that microliter droplets captured by DEP can be used as containers for 

microscopic bioassays. The detection is based on agglutination of antibody functionalized 
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particles in the presence of antigen. We demonstrate two microbioassay formats based on 

the type of functionalized particles, Gold Only Agglutination (GOAgg) and Gold Latex 

Agglutination (GLAgg). The experiments prove that both assay formats can be used to 

detect antibodies as expected. GOAgg assay has lower limit of detection since only gold 

nanoparticles have binding sites available to consume antigen molecules but it requires 

longer time for detection and is oversaturated more easily. However, the antigen 

concentration threshold for oversaturation is higher than expected for both microbioassays, 

probably because of the slow mass transfer processes. 

We describe the performance of the microbioassays as a function of several 

parameters including sample size, particle size, analyte concentration, limit of detection, 

incubation time and rate of evaporation. The results from the droplet microbioassays were 

compared with the ones from Hand Held Assays (HHA) obtained from Critical Reagents 

Program, DOD in terms of incubation time, sample volume and lower limit of detection 

(Table 2.1). The HHA needed three times less time for result read-out. On the other hand the 

lower limit of detection for GOAgg assays was also found to be 10 times better, 1.0 µg/mL 

as opposed to 10.0 µg/mL needed for HHA. The microbioassays consumed 100 times less 

sample volume than HHAs. Efficient usage of sample makes it a viable immuno-detection 

method for biological defense applications, with a tradeoff in terms of testing time.  

We matched the results against a model of particle aggregation kinetics developed on 

the basis of the kinetic theory of agglutination by Smoluchowski using rate constants 

provided in the literature. The calculations for the aggregation time of particles using this 
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model were in good correlation with the experimental values (Table 2.2). The calculated 

antigen concentration was of the same order as the ones observed in experiments. The 

quantification of the agglutination and detection process can in the future be improved by 

measurement of the amount of nanoparticles on the droplet surfaces by image processing. 

By identifying the experimental conditions conducive to efficient detection in the assays and 

developing a model that could predict the kinetic response we make possible the further 

development of efficient microbioassays on a chip. 
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Chapter 3.   

Synthesis of Light-Diffracting Assemblies from Microspheres 

and Nanoparticles in Droplets on a Superhydrophobic Surface* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________ 

* Partially based on Rastogi, Melle, Calderón, García, Marquez and Velev, Advanced 

Materials, 2008, 20, 4263-4268. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Self-assembly of colloidal particles into crystalline arrays can be an effective tool for 

fabricating novel materials with advanced functionality. The colloidal periodicity at the 

micron and submicron length scales imparts light manipulation capability to these artificial 

structures in a manner similar to the one in natural opals. Properties such as long range 

ordering, maximal packing density, well defined pore size, and high surface to volume ratio 

make these assemblies usable in areas such as photonics,1-13 optical diffraction1,14,15, anti-

reflective coatings,3,16,17 sensing,18,19 separation processes, catalysis20,21 and anisotropic 

particle fabrication.22 

Several methods have been devised to arrange organic or inorganic particles into 

well ordered arrays.23 Some techniques assemble the colloidal particles into macroscopic 

spherical structures that can encapsulate proteins, cells, food flavours, drugs, and other 

functional components. Such structures have been named colloidosomes, supraparticles or 

supraballs.24-26 The techniques for preparing supraparticles from monodisperse particle 

suspensions can be classified into two broad categories: Wet Self-Assembly (WSA) and Dry 

Self-Assembly (DSA). The WSA forms supraparticles by assembly inside or around droplet 

templates suspended in liquid media.24,26-31 Examples of WSA include adsorption of 

particles on two-phase interfaces of emulsion droplets,24,26,28-30,32,33 evaporation of floating 

colloidal suspension droplets26 or organization of particles with the assistance of 

microwaves.34 The WSA is problematic in regards to the subsequent use of assembled 

structures because of the need to extract them out of the liquid media, water or oil. The 
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drying of the oil trapped inside the supraparticle pores slows down the process and may pose 

environmental problems. WSA does not allow robust control over the final shape of 

supraparticles. 

DSA encompasses methods for fabricating supraparticles using droplet templates 

dispensed on solid substrates. The oil removal step is avoided and the assembled structures 

can be easily collected without further processing. The drying of the droplet leads to 

colloidal crystal formation by slowly restricting the thermal motion of particles through 

reduction of free volume.35-37 The shape of the dried colloidal crystal depends on the 

wettability of the substrate. Park et al. have developed a DSA technique to create an array of 

hemispherical colloidal crystals using an inkjet printing method.37 Kuncicky et al. have 

shown that both the contact angle of the surface and the initial particle concentrations play 

an important role in determining the shape of colloidal assemblies.35,36 

 

3.2. Experimental Section 

Surfactant-free sulfate-stabilized polystyrene latex microspheres were purchased 

from Interfacial Dynamics Corp. (Portland, OR, USA). Deionized (DI) water was obtained 

from Millipore RiOs 16 reverse osmosis water purification systems (Bedford, MA, USA).  

20 vol% latex particle suspensions in water were prepared by washing the latex particles 

twice with DI water and centrifuging them at 3000 g for 20 min. After decanting the 

supernatant, the latex particles were sonicated and mixed with DI water to obtain the desired 

volume fraction. The gold nanoparticles used for doping of the latex opal balls were 
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synthesized by reduction of HAuCl4 with sodium citrate and tannic acid, which yielded 

suspensions of ~22 nm gold nanoparticles.38 All chemicals were used as purchased from 

Fisher (Pittsburgh, PA) or Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). The nanoparticle suspensions were 

concentrated 100-fold via centrifugation (1500 g for 10 min) in Millipore Biomax 5 

centrifuge filters. Residual salts were washed by centrifuging DI water through the filters 

(1500 g for 10 min). The gold nanoparticles were further concentrated another 10-fold using 

the Marathon micro A microcentrifuge at 8500 g for 15 min. The final concentration of gold 

nanoparticles in the water suspensions studied was approx. 0.21 wt%. The precise 

nanoparticle concentrations were measured by UV/vis spectrophotometry at the gold 

nanoparticle surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak. The position of the SPR peak for all 

samples remained constant at 522±1 nm, which is consistent with stable, unaggregated 

suspensions of 20-22 nm size particles.39 The latex suspension was mixed in 1:1 volume 

ratio with 0.21 wt% gold nanoparticle suspension. 

5.0 µL droplets containing the suspension of microspheres and gold nanoparticles 

were dispensed onto the super- hydrophobic substrate using an ultramicropipette (Eppendorf 

North America Inc., NY, USA). The droplets were allowed to dry at ambient temperature 

(22±1 °C) in a dry environment created using desiccant. Microseparation of particles due to 

evaporation in the droplets was monitored from the top using SZ61 (0.7-4.5× zoom) 

stereomicroscope (Olympus America Inc., NY, USA). Their images were captured at regular 

intervals using DSC-V1 Cyber-Shot digital camera (SONY, Japan) coupled with the 

microscope. 
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3.3. Results and Discussion 

We report here a technique for colloidal assembly in droplets residing on 

superhydrophobic substrates, which yields better control over the final shape and creates 

supraparticles that are easily detached and ready-to-use. The results of this process are near-

spherical and spheroidal supraballs in dry environment. Droplets of 5.0 µL from a 

concentrated suspension of latex particles are dispensed on a superhydrophobic substrate 

coated with low density polyethylene (LDPE).40 LDPE was chosen because it is flexible, 

naturally hydrophobic and inexpensive. The surfaces were generated by coating LDPE 

sheets with a solution of LDPE pellets in a mixture of xylene and methyl ethyl ketone 

(correspondingly solvent and non-solvent). The purpose of the non-solvent is to increase the 

roughness and contact angle of the substrates. The LDPE substrate contact angles were in 

the range of 140°-150°. This enabled aqueous suspension droplets to assume near spherical 

shape, which led to the macroscopic casting of colloidal crystals (Fig. 3.1). We also used 

silicon nanowire (Si-NW) coated superhydrophobic substrates,40 which had contact angle 

higher than 170° and virtually no contact angle hysteresis. 

The droplet templates easily roll off such substrates due to their extremely high 

hydrophobicity and low contact angle hysteresis. Hence, artificial local pinning spots were 

created by scratching with a sharp needle on Si-NW substrates to anchor the droplets 

templates. We did not encounter this problem while working with LDPE substrates because 

of the measurable difference in their advancing and receding contact angle.40 The cracks 

between the LDPE crystals on the substrate act as small pinning areas.  These areas were 
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used to hold the droplets in place while letting them dry. The free volume available for the 

latex particles in the water droplets keeps decreasing due to solvent evaporation, hence the 

particles are forced to organize into close-packed microsphere crystals (inset of Fig. 3.1(a)). 

The droplets were continuously monitored during the drying process while illuminated with 

near-collimated beam of light. The surface of the drying droplets begins to display colored 

ring-like diffraction patterns within 15 minutes of dispensing the droplets. The colored rings 

appear because of the formation of colloidal crystals from latex spheres adjacent to the 

surface by concentration of the particles left behind by the evaporating water. A typical 

timeline of appearance of colored ring patterns in suspended droplets with latex spheres is 

presented in Figure 3.2 (a). We refer to these structures as “opal balls” due to their colorful 

appearance. After ca. 60 min almost all of the solvent has evaporated and a supraball with 

hexagonal close-packed crystal arrangement of polystyrene spheres is formed (inset in 

Fig. 3.1(a)). We dispensed multiple droplets on the same substrate and studied the shape of 

the final dried supraballs by imaging their top and side profiles. Their structure and resulting 

diffraction pattern are analyzed and discussed in the later part of this paper. 
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Figure 3.1. Schematics of the process for making spherical colloidal assemblies on 
superhydrophobic surface, (a) latex opal ball and (b) latex and gold opal ball. The inset is a 
SEM image displaying hexagonal close-packed structure of latex spheres inside an opal ball 
from 540 nm latex. 
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In the next step of the experiments, we made supraparticles from a mixed suspension 

of latex microspheres and gold nanoparticles. Since the gold nanoparticles are small enough 

to pass through the interstices of the latex particles, most of them are transported to the 

surface during to the solvent evaporation. Thus, the concentration of gold nanoparticles near 

the supraparticle surface increases over time. During the final stages of drying, the gold 

nanoparticle suspension dewets the latex microsphere network and forms clusters within 

some of the crystal domains on the supraparticle surface. Continuous monitoring with high 

magnification optical microscopy and SEM analysis of dried supraparticle surfaces 

(Fig. 3.3) provide evidence for the dewetting phenomena. The results point out that during 

the co-assembly process the gold nanoparticle aggregates are deposited in and around the 

voids in latex crystal network without altering the packing density of the latex spheres in the 

supraballs. The gold nanoparticle network does not change the structure or cover completely 

the latex crystal domains on the supraball surface, which retain similar coloured ring 

appearance as in the latex-only supraballs. The microsphere arrangement was analyzed by 

comparing scanning electron micrographs of latex opal balls (inset Fig. 3.1(a)) with latex 

and gold opal balls (Fig. 3.3). The presence of gold nanoparticles aids in observing high 

contrast colors on the surface of the assemblies (Fig. 3.2 (b) and (c)). 
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Figure 3.2. Timeline of formation of spherical opal assemblies on superhydrophobic Si-NW 
substrate. (a) latex, (b) latex and 0.1 wt% Au nanoparticles, and (c) latex and 1.0 wt% Au 
nanoparticles. The latex microsphere diameter is 540 nm in each droplet. The Au 
nanoparticle diameter is 22 nm. Scale bar is 500 µm. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. Scanning electron micrograph of the surface of a supraparticle made from a 
mixture of 540 nm latex and 22 nm gold nanoparticles. Dark spheres are latex and bright 
regions are clusters of gold nanoparticles. Scale bar is 5 µm. The inset is a SEM of the 
whole supraparticle with patches of gold scattered all over the surface. The scale bar in the 
inset is 200 µm. 
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A notable feature of these assemblies is that they sparkle in a multitude of colors. 

The colored domains are organized in series of concentric rings. The surface of the opal 

balls is made of localized crystal domains, which diffract light in different directions 

depending on the relative orientation of their crystal plane with respect to a fixed position 

light source and the opal ball. That is why the rings appear fragmented in domains of 

slightly different colors. We used different size latex particles to determine how their 

diameter affects both size and color of the diffraction rings on the surface of the supraballs. 

The diameters of the latex particles were 320 nm, 420 nm, 540 nm, 720 nm, 810 nm and 

1000 nm (Fig. 3.4). These latex suspensions were also mixed with 0.21 wt% colloidal gold 

suspension in 1:1 volumetric ratio to make latex and gold opal balls (Fig. 3.5). The gold 

suspension dilutes the latex particles suspension by 50%, so the supraballs in Figure 5 are 

smaller than the ones in Figure 3.4. We observe reductions in the sizes of the colored rings 

on the supraball surface as the diameter of latex microspheres is increased from 420 nm to 

1000 nm. The number of rings also increases with increasing latex diameter. The supraballs 

from 320 nm latex particles exhibit only one blue ring (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5), while supraballs 

with higher latex diameters produce blue, green, yellow and red rings. 
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Figure 3.4. Optical micrographs of latex opal balls made of microspheres with varying sizes 
taken under identical illumination conditions. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Optical micrographs of latex and gold nanoparticle opal balls containing 
microspheres of varying sizes as in Fig. 3.4. 
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Figure 3.6. (a) Colored rings in the top view of a 540 nm latex opal ball; (b) Side view 
schematics of the angles used in the theoretical calculation of wavelength for a particular 
color ring. 
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We investigated the physical origin of the colored rings and their correlation with 

microsphere diameter and size of the supraballs. The commonly reported Bragg diffraction 

from in-depth parallel layers of colloidal crystals does not explain our experimental results. 

Instead, we considered how the rows of particles on the surface of the supraballs interact 

with the incident light to render Bragg type diffraction pattern. Interparticle spacing on the 

surface is varied by changing the size of the latex particles, which is analogous to changing 

groove density in a diffraction grating. Light waves reflected from two adjacent "grooves" 

(particle lines) on the supraparticle surface undergo constructive or destructive interference, 

depending on the path difference. The diffraction-reflection phenomenon occurs solely on 

the surface so the effective refractive index of the media is the same as air. The following 

formula for the path difference was derived from the geometry of the curved supraparticle 

surface (Fig. 3.6) 

[ (90 ) ( )m d sin sin ]λ α θ α= × − + −    (3.1) 
 

where m = 1, 2, 3 … for first, second, and third sets of rings, respectively. The wavelength, λ  

, of the specific spot on a colored ring and is estimated by comparing circular spots of 

10 pixel diameter from the colored rings in the optical micrograph of the opal ball to the 

standard CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram.41 d i  the interplanar spacing for the colloidal 

crystal. The latex particles in the opal balls are arranged in the form of a FCC lattice with the 

(111) plane parallel to the outer interface.42 The interplanar spacing for (111) planes is 

s

2 3d = D 43 ( D  is the diameter of latex particles).θ is the angle between the incident beam 
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direction and the horizontal plane (Fig. 3.6). The calculations for θ  were done using two 

different geometrical methods. The first method takes into account the position of the 

shadow edge relative to the geometrical center of the supraparticle in the optical micrograph. 

Height and distance trigonometry formulae were applied using measurements from side and 

top profile images of the opal balls for determining θ. We also estimated θ from the relative 

position of the illuminator spot with respect to the geometric centre of the supraparticle. The 

values of θ obtained from both methods agree well with each other. For the images analyzed 

here θ  takes a value close to 66º. The angle α (between the radial direction and the 

horizontal plane) is calculated using the position of the colored spot under consideration 

relative to the center of the supraball. 

A qualitative inspection of Eq. (3.1) allows us to arrive to the following conclusions 

in agreement with the experimental observations (see Fig. 3.4). First, as we move further 

away from the position of the illuminator spot (which corresponds to m = 0, that is 

θα α−=− º90 ) along the supraball surface, the path difference increases and thus shorter 

wavelength rings will appear closer to the illuminator spot. Second, an increase of latex 

particle size will lead to smaller diameter rings since the path difference should decrease 

proportionally to particle size. Note that the angular position of the rings (determined by α ) 

will not be affected by the overall size of the opal balls. Opal balls with different sizes 

formed by latex particles of equal diameters will show the same pattern of diffraction rings. 

Indeed, identical coloured ring patterns formed in the experiment in supraballs of varying 

sizes synthesized from same diameter latex. The number of rings and their angular positions 
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(determined by α ) in each supraball was similar regardless of their overall size, satisfying 

the conditions for same α  values in Equation 3.1. 

The numerical measurements of the reflected wavelengths allowed us to compare our 

experimental results with Eq. (3.1) in a more quantitative way. In Fig. 3.7 we plot the 

variation of the normalized path length [ (90 ) ( )]sin sinα θ α− + − with respect to the normalized 

wavelength m λ d for latex opal balls without Au nanoparticles. The experimental data follow 

a linear trend as predicted by Eq. (3.1) without the use of any fitting parameter (Fig. 3.7). 

All data points are scattered close to the y = x line, which corresponds well with our 

theoretical estimates. This seems to indicate that the colors of the rings of the supraparticles 

arise from surface light diffraction and are independent of the internal structure. 

The same type of optical analysis was done for the diffraction properties of latex and 

gold nanoparticle supraballs. The data for latex and gold nanoparticle balls match very well 

the diffraction grating theory in the same fashion as the latex opal balls (Fig. 3.7). The 

colored rings in latex and gold opal balls have exactly the same functional dependence on 

microsphere diameter and supraparticle size as the latex opal balls. This points out that the 

plasmon resonance of the gold nanoparticles on the surface does not affect the formation of 

the colored rings and corroborates our previous conclusion that the interparticle spacing in 

the latex crystal does not change in the presence of the Au nanoparticles. The presence of 

gold nanoparticles in the pores between the latex, however, attenuates the backscattering of 

light from the bulk leading to the blackish appearance of latex and gold opal balls. This 

unexpected result also proves in another way our assumption that there is no contribution 
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from bulk scattering inside the supraparticles in the development of colored rings. The 

nanoparticles simply enhance the visual attractiveness of the supraparticles by providing a 

dark background to create a better contrast for sharper visibility of the colored rings. 

 

Figure 3.7. Normalized path difference versus the normalized wavelength for colored rings 
patterns in latex opal balls and latex/gold opal balls. 
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The method reported here is extremely easy to implement and avoids the oil removal 

step,26 thus making the colloidal assemblies ready to collect and use. They can be easily 

detached from the substrate by gently tapping on the bottom of the superhydrophobic 

substrate. The dried spherical particle assemblies sometimes have a small flat area on the 

bottom due to the initial pinning of droplet templates. A detailed analysis of the evolution of 

the droplet shape is beyond the scope of this paper. A substrate with a higher degree of 

hydrophobicity and lower difference between advancing and receding contact angles can 

reduce the pinning area, thus minimizing deviation from spherical shape in colloidal 

particles assemblies. However, this poses the problem of holding the droplets in place during 

manual dispensing. One solution could be to use inkjet printing to dispense the droplets on a 

substrate with predefined pinning spots of minimal dimensions. The production of 

supraballs can be easily automated by continuous dispensing of droplets on one side of a 

LDPE crystal coated "conveyor belt" and collecting dried assemblies on the other side. 

 

3.4. Conclusions 

The opal balls do not disintegrate when exposed to water. The near spherical shape 

allows creation of discrete color bands upon exposure to collimated white light.  Such 

particles can be used in decorative coatings. The well defined and uniform pore size of 

supraparticles can be used in applications such as drug delivery to provide slow controlled 

rate release of infused drug. The conjugation of the microsphere surface with enzymes 

before forming supraparticles or including live cells within the structure can be utilized in 
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the preparation of biocatalytic supports.26 Magnetic functionality can be introduced in latex 

opal balls by adding magnetic nanoparticles to the initial latex suspension. We showed that 

nonuniform magnetic fields can pull the magnetic microparticles into the top hemisphere. 

Such anisotropic magnetic particles can be easily rotated and used, e.g., for mixing in 

microfluidic devices. The methods and the types of supraballs formed can be diversified 

much in future research. The supraballs that we assembled to date are of mm-scale diameter. 

Depending on the precision in metering of initial droplet volume and local substrate 

properties, supraballs produced in the same batch had a variation of 10% in shape and size. 

Further refinements are required for control of the final size of the supraparticles. Due to 

their close-packed structure, the latex spheres have maximum contact with their neighboring 

particles. However, the supraparticles still manifest brittleness due to low strength of 

van der Waals attraction at small contact areas between microspheres. This creates the need 

for further reinforcement procedures to increase mechanical stability of the structures. 

In summary we demonstrate here a simple yet powerful technique that can be used in 

massively parallel manufacturing of diffracting particle assemblies in droplets suspended on 

superhydrophobic substrates. The reflection bands in the "opal balls" originate from 

diffraction by the parallel crystal rows on the surface, instead of bulk Bragg scattering. The 

presence of metallic nanoparticles in the structure does not lead to shift of the reflection 

band by plasmon resonance, but enhances the diffraction color by increased reflectance and 

suppressed backscattering. The uniform supraballs can find application in photonics, drug 

delivery, special coatings, sensors and microfluidics. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Recent advances in the field of self-assembly have led to the development of 

multiple techniques for the fabrication of micro and nano sized particle aggregates. Droplet 

templated colloidal assembly is one of the most widely investigated techniques for large 

scale fabrication of hierarchical structures and special particles.1-13 The implementations of 

this process can be categorized as either Wet Self Assembly (WSA) or Dry Self Assembly 

(DSA).8 WSA is typified by the fabrication of highly ordered structures within droplets 

suspended in a second liquid phase immiscible with the liquid used to suspend the particles. 

The liquid entrained within the pores of particle assemblies has to be extracted to make them 

ready for further applications. Control over shape and size of the final assemblies is not easy 

to accomplish.  The templating droplets in the second method, DSA, are deposited on solid 

substrates and dried in air.4,7,14,15 The originally suspended colloidal particles assemble into 

close packed structures, whose final shape is dictated by the shape and transitions of the 

droplet during drying. An extensive research effort has been focused on understanding shape 

transitions of drying sessile droplets from colloidal suspensions on solid surfaces.4,16-20 

However, to our knowledge there has not been any development in fabricating anisotropic 

structures via droplet templates dispensed on superhydrophobic substrates. Hence, little is 

known of the underlying principles for the development of shape and composition 

anisotropy during such a process. 

Recently we reported a method for the fabrication of light-diffracting assemblies 

using droplet templates on superhydrophobic substrates.7 We now demonstrate how this 
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method can be modified to manufacture both shape-anisotropic and composition-anisotropic 

supraparticle structures. Shape anisotropy is demonstrated by fabricating "doughnut" 

assemblies using droplets containing both pure silica microspheres and silica suspensions 

mixed with gold nanoparticles, while composition anisotropy is achieved by redistribution 

of the magnetic nanoparticles inside template droplets containing mixtures of latex and 

magnetic particles. The nanoparticle redistribution and patterning is dictated by the pattern 

of the magnetic field that is applied while the droplet templates are drying.  We also 

investigate and discuss the significance of the operational parameters, which lead to the 

development of shape and composition anisotropies in the resultant supraparticles. 

  

4.2. Experimental Section 

Monodisperse hydroxyl-stabilized silica microsphere suspensions were purchased 

from Bangs Laboratories Inc. (Fishers, IN, USA). The microsphere diameters were 330 nm, 

540 nm and 1000 nm. Deionized (DI) water was obtained from Millipore RiOs 16 reverse 

osmosis water purification systems (Bedford, MA, USA). The 20 vol.-% silica microsphere 

suspensions in water were prepared by first washing the silica suspensions twice with DI 

water and centrifuging at 1100 g for 20 min. After decanting the supernatant, the silica 

microspheres were sonicated for 10 min and mixed with DI water to obtain the final volume 

fraction. The gold nanoparticles used for doping of the silica doughnut supraparticles were 

synthesized by reduction of HAuCl4 with sodium citrate and tannic acid,21 which yielded 
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suspensions of ~22 nm gold nanoparticles. All chemicals were used as purchased from 

Fisher (Pittsburgh, PA) or Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). 

The gold nanoparticle suspensions were concentrated 100-fold via centrifugation 

(1500 g for 10 min) using Millipore Biomax 5 centrifuge filters. Residual salts were washed 

by centrifuging DI water through the filters (1500 g for 10 min). The gold nanoparticles 

were further concentrated another 10-fold using a Marathon micro A microcentrifuge at 

8500 g for 15 min. The concentration of synthesized gold nanoparticle suspensions was 

determined using UV/VIS spectrophotometry by observing the gold nanoparticle surface 

plasmon resonance (SPR) peak. The position of the SPR peak for all samples remained 

constant at 522±1 nm, which corresponds to unaggregated and stable suspensions of 20-

22 nm size particles.22 The final concentration of gold nanoparticles in the water suspensions 

studied was c.a. 0.21 wt.-%. The silica microspheres and gold nanoparticle suspension were 

then mixed at a 1:1 volumetric ratio. 

Surfactant-free, sulfate-stabilized polystyrene latex microspheres (diameter = 

1.0 µm) were purchased from Interfacial Dynamics Corp. (Portland, OR, USA).  The 

20 vol.-% latex microsphere suspensions were prepared using the same protocol as for silica 

microspheres. The centrifugation was done at 3000 g for 20 min. The magnetic Iron-Nickel 

alloy (Fe 55%, Ni 45%) nanoparticles were further coated with polysiloxane. To perform the 

coating process, 4 g of Fe/Ni powder was dispersed in a mixture of 40 mL ethanol and 

10 mL tetraorthosilicate. An aliquot of 2.5 mL of 25% ammonium hydroxide was added 

dropwise to this suspension and stirred at regular intervals of 2 hours for 48 hours. 
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Suspended particles were centrifuged and washed three times with ethanol and three times 

with DI water. The final concentration was adjusted to 2 wt.-% by suspending the 

nanoparticles in DI water. The size of the magnetic particles was determined as 180 ± 20 nm 

using scanning electron microscopy. The latex and magnetic particle suspensions were 

mixed at a 1:1 volumetric ratio for the fabrication of so-called “patchy” magnetic 

supraparticles. 

The rod magnets used to fabricate patchy magnetic supraparticles were obtained 

from Magcraft (National Imports LLC, Vienna, VA, USA). The magnets used for single 

patch and bi-patch magnetic supraparticles had the following specifications: 

diameter = 6.4 mm, length = 12.7 mm, and field strength = 0.5 Tesla. The tri-patch magnetic 

particles were fabricated using rod magnets with the following specifications: diameter = 

3.2 mm, length = 12.7 mm, and strength = 0.5 Tesla. Multiple single patch magnetic 

supraparticles were manipulated on solid and liquid surfaces using a spherical magnet with a 

diameter of 12.7 mm and a strength of 0.5 Tesla. The magnetic field simulations were done 

using VIZIMAG software (http://www.vizimag.com). 

Unless otherwise stated, 5.0 µL droplets containing the suspension of micro- and 

nanoparticles were dispensed onto a superhydrophobic substrate using an ultra micropipette 

(Eppendorf North America Inc., NY, USA). The substrates were prepared by coating low 

density polyethylene (LDPE) sheets with a solution of LDPE pellets dissolved in a mixture 

of xylene (solvent) and methyl ethyl ketone (anti-solvent).23 All droplets were allowed to 

dry at ambient temperature (22±1 °C) under routine laboratory conditions. The assembly 
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process of particles due to evaporation in the droplets was monitored from the top, side, and 

at various angles using a SZ61 (0.7 - 4.5× zoom) stereomicroscope (Olympus America Inc., 

NY, USA). Optical micrographs were recorded at regular intervals using a DSC-V1 Cyber-

Shot SONY digital camera attached to the microscope. 

 

4.3. Results and Discussion 

The shape of droplets suspended on surfaces is determined by the Bond number 

which is the ratio of gravitational to surfaces forces acting on the droplets,24 

( )2
oB grρ γ= Δ .  Here ρΔ is the difference in the densities of droplet and the surrounding 

fluid, is the acceleration due to gravity, is the characteristic dimension (in our case 

droplet radius), and 

g r

γ is the interfacial tension. All aqueous suspension droplets (5.0 µL 

volume) dispensed on superhydrophobic substrate assumed a near-spherical shape because 

of the unique combination of high contact angle with the superhydrophobic surface and low 

Bond number ( . Droplets containing silica and gold nanoparticles retain their 

shape during the initial stages of drying. However, in the later stages of drying, the top part 

of the droplet folded inward, which resulted in the templating of doughnut-like 

supraparticles (Fig. 4.1). Interestingly, this final stage shape transition was found to be 

dependent on initial particle volume fraction, microsphere diameter and substrate properties 

(e.g., advancing contact angle, contact angle hysteresis4). It appears that gold nanoparticles 

do not play a significant role in the formation of doughnuts since we were able to fabricate 

0.61)oB =
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silica-only doughnut particles with droplets at similar initial conditions. We performed a 

systematic study of the effect of process parameters on the formation of anisotropic 

structures in droplets containing colloidal silica spheres in order to learn more about the 

shape evolution of the doughnuts. The initial particle volume fraction was varied between 

20% and 1.25% (e.g. 20%, 10.0%, 5.0%, 2.5%, and 1.25%), and silica nano/microsphere 

diameters of 330 nm and 1000 nm were selected. 
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Figure 4.1. (a) Schematic of supraparticle formation by evaporating a droplet containing 
suspension of silica and gold nanoparticles. (b) Top and angled view of “golden doughnut” 
supraparticles fabricated from a droplet containing 330 nm diameter silica and 22 nm gold 
particles. The scale bars in both images correspond to 500 µm.  
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Colloidal particle redistribution drives the formation of the special shapes during the 

drying process. Evaporation leads to the formation of a spheroidal envelope of 

nano/microparticles at the exposed surface of the droplet.25,26 The appearance of a colored 

diffraction pattern indicates that a close packed crystalline surface layer of microspheres is 

formed much before most of the solvent has evaporated.7 The accumulation of particles 

leads to the formation of a boundary layer within the liquid envelope through which the 

concentration of nano/microspheres varies from sφ (surface volume fraction) to oφ (volume 

fraction in the bulk). The thickness of the boundary layer dL is diffusion limited and grows 

with time as , where 0.5( )dL Dt= D is the nano/microparticle diffusion coefficient and t  is 

time. The rigidity of the shell increases drastically as sφ  reaches maximum packing 

concentration. Consequently, the droplet stops shrinking transversally, and the meridian 

radius R plateaus to a critical value (Fig. 4.2).  cR

The thickness and, in turn, rigidity of the shell depends on the initial volume fraction 

of the silica particles.  Thus, the initial volume fraction directly controls the supraparticle 

shape. For very high initial volume fractions (> 15%) the shell is rigid enough to retain the 

droplet shape and there is no deformation. However, intermediate initial volume fractions 

(5% - 15%) lead to the formation of a relatively thin and elastic shell, which pins both at the 

periphery and at the three phase contact line, and the top portion undergoes introversion. 

The deformation, influenced significantly by the pressure gradient across the spheroidal 

shell, takes place in two steps similar to earlier reports for sessile droplets.27 First the shell 
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flattens at the top and reverses in curvature at the center due to stretching. This happens 

because of pinning at the periphery and the inhomogeneous nature of the shell since it is thin 

and less rigid at the top as compared to the sides. The rate of evaporation from the infolded 

or concave portion is suppressed, which decreases the stiffness of the shell, allowing further 

deformation. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Evolution of dimensions recorded for a drying a droplet with 10% initial volume 
fraction of 330 nm diameter silica particles. Normalized diameter was calculated using the 
original dimension values at the time of dispensing the droplet.  The parameters shown are 
as follows: B is the droplet base, R is meridian radius and H is the height. The inset shows 
an overlay of experimental images for the side-view profile of a drying droplet with silica 
particles over time.  
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A sharp decline in droplet height as compared to the meridian radius during the final 

stages of drying demonstrates the introversion leading to doughnut formation (Fig. 4.2). The 

internal pinning is a necessary condition for the formation of a doughnut-shaped assembly. 

For very low initial particle volume fractions, the drying process is akin to the process that 

results in the so-called  “coffee ring effect”.16 The droplet pins only at the three phase 

contact line while the meridian is shrinking until it joins the base and dewets, thus producing 

ring-like structures. These structures were fragile and break when transferring them into a 

storage container (see Fig. 4.3a). 

The effect of nano/microsphere diameter was investigated by fabricating 

supraparticles with suspensions of 330 nm and 1000 nm silica microsphere of varying initial 

particle volume fractions. Sedimentation effects dominated in the droplets containing 

1000 nm particles as expected since they have a high Peclet number.  The Peclet number is 

defined here as 4(4 ) 3pPe r g kTπ ρ= Δ , and is used as a relative measure of sedimentation 

versus Brownian or thermal motion where is the microsphere radius, pr ρΔ is the difference 

in densities of microspheres and surrounding fluid, is Boltzman constant and T is the 

temperature.28  For the silica particles used ≈ 10, and the majority of the microspheres 

settled inside the droplet leading to dimpled supraparticles, unlike the well-developed 

doughnut structures formed using 330 nm microsphere suspensions (Fig. 4.3c and 4.3d). For 

both particle sizes, very high initial particle volume fractions (> 15%) do not lead to shape 

introversion because of the rigid nature of the shell (Figure 4.3e and 4.3j). The silica 

microsphere packing in the bulk of the final doughnut or spherical assemblies was found to 

k

Pe
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be uniform upon observations by scanning electron microscopy of broken particles. The 

inside of the particles at any point was typically made of multiple crystal domains with 

stacked layers of hexagonal microsphere organization. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Top view optical micrographs of silica supraparticles fabricated from droplets 
with varying initial particle volume fractions. The scale bars in all images are 500 µm. 

 

In summary, the formation of “doughnut” assemblies is facilitated by intermediate 

volume fractions of particles of larger size or higher density that do settle rapidly. An 

important difference between droplet drying on these superhydrophobic substrates, 

compared to normal surfaces where coffee ring formation or deformation of sessile droplets 

is observed4,16-20  is that the pinning in our system is only a result of the internal formation of 

a dense particle structure in the lower side of the droplets. This pinning occurs in the 

absence of friction and anchoring to the underlying substrate. The lack of physical contact 
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and adhesion to the substrate allows easy detachment of the final assemblies from the 

substrate, which in turn makes possible the large-scale production of supraparticles. 

Compositionally anisotropic particles were fabricated using a mixed suspension of 

1000 nm diameter latex microparticles and magnetic (Fe55/Ni45) nanoparticles. We did not 

observe “doughnut formation” when these latex suspensions are dried on superhydrophobic 

surfaces. The reason is that their main component was latex microspheres (whose 

sedimentation rate is much smaller than silica); in addition, as we started at high initial latex 

volume fraction the assemblies did not deform during the relatively rapid formation process.  

However, by incorporating magnetic nanoparticles and subjecting the drying droplets to non 

uniform magnetic fields, the Fe/Ni nanoparticles can be clustered in specific regions of the 

resultant spherical supraparticles. The non-uniform magnetic fields were generated by a 

predefined planar pattern of rod like magnets (Fig. 4.4).   The magnetic particles in such a 

field experience a magnetophoretic force F
ur

given by the following equation29 

( )
o

VF B Bχ
μ
⋅Δ

= ⋅∇
ur ur ur

m

 
 

where is the nanoparticle volume, V pχ χ χΔ = −

p

is the difference in magnetic 

susceptibility between the magnetic nanoparticle ( χ ) and the surrounding medium ( mχ ), 

and B is the magnitude of the external field. The particles only respond to inhomogeneous 

fields and are collected in the highest intensity areas defined by the field gradient.  
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Figure 4.4. Schematics of the assembly configuration, optical micrographs and simulation 
patterns of applied external magnetic fields for (a) Single patch magnetic supraparticles, 
(b) bi-patch magnetic supraparticles, and (c) tri-patch or so-called “Mickey Mouse” 
magnetic supraparticles. The scale bars are 500 µm in length. The magnetic simulation 
pattern is drawn to scale; one square on the grid represents an area of 1 mm2. 
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Figure 4.5. (a) Scanning electron micrograph on the surface of a supraparticle illustrating 
the junction of magnetic nanoparticle rich patch (right) with the bulk constituting of close 
packed latex microsphere arrays (left). (b) Close-packed array of multiple single-patch 
supraparticles on solid surface assembled by using remote magnetic manipulation. 

 

Single patch magnetic supraparticles were fabricated using one magnet positioned at 

the top while the droplets were drying (Fig. 4.4a). Due to the magnetic force, the iron/nickel 

alloy nanoparticles collected at the top of the droplet. Once all of the solvent has evaporated, 

the redistributed particles within the droplets are trapped in place and result in the composite 

structures shown in Figure 4.4. The magnetic nanoparticles within the latex array can be 

observed by scanning electron microscopy (Fig. 4.5a). The resultant magnetic supraparticles 

allow their easy manipulation and assembly thanks to their anisotropy.  For example, by 

placing multiple single-patch magnetic supraparticles in a Petri dish and subjecting them to 

non-uniform magnetic field of a rod magnet, we could organize the supraparticles into 

hexagonal close-packed structures (Fig. 4.5b). The magnetophoretic force generated by the 

non-uniform externally applied magnetic field reversibly compresses the near-spherical 

single-patch supraparticles into an array. The single-patch supraparticles suspended in DI 
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water could also be manipulated using a spherical magnet. The assemblies can be easily 

translated, arranged into close packed structures, and rotated. 

Bi-patch magnetic supraparticles were fabricated by symmetrically placing the 

drying droplet in between two rod like magnets in the horizontal plane with like poles facing 

each other (Figure 4.4b). Tri-patch “Mickey Mouse” magnetic supraparticles were 

fabricated by symmetrically placing the drying droplet in the center of three rod like 

magnets with their axes at an angle of 120° and in the same plane (Fig. 4.4c). The number of 

patches on such particles is only limited by the number of magnets that can be easily 

incorporated into various patterns around the drying template droplets. 

Two-dimensional magnetostatic numerical simulations were performed to compare 

the results to the actual pattern of magnetic field lines in the drying droplets for each 

anisotropic supraparticle structure formed. The solution space was divided into three sub-

domains: magnet, droplet and air. The geometry of the system is defined in a 2-D cross 

section side view when a single magnet is used (Figure 4.4a).  A top view is used for the two 

and three magnet arrangements (Figure 4.4b and 4.4c). Relative dimensions in the 

simulation were drawn to scale and the color and field lines are based on the calculations 

performed using parameter estimates for our system. The number and orientation of the high 

magnetic field regions in the simulation results match very well the position and distribution 

of magnetic patches on the resulting supraparticles (Figure 4.4). More complex patchy 

particles can also be designed using this computer-aided, magnetostatic simulation. 
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4.4. Conclusions 

We present a facile, droplet-based technique for the fabrication of anisotropic 

hierarchical colloidal assemblies. The method can be used to create assemblies with either 

shape or composition anisotropies.  For the first time, the fabrication of doughnut assemblies 

and patchy magnetic supraparticles by using superhydrophobic surfaces is demonstrated. For 

the doughnut assemblies, the shape and the size of the final structures are shown to be 

dependent on the initial particle volume fraction, microsphere diameter and substrate 

properties. By using magnetic fields generated solely by permanent magnets and thus not 

requiring additional energy, magnetic nanoparticles can be sequestered within specific 

regions leading to well oriented and easily manipulated supraparticles. 

The novel method is simple and efficient and can be scaled up by using relatively 

simple devices for continuous droplet generation and particle harvesting.  For example, 

inkjet printing onto superhydrophobic substrates can be used to scale the process for 

industrial manufacturing through automation.30 The superhydrophobic surfaces can be 

reused and no additional solvents are needed, thus minimizing environmental impact. The 

doughnut particles can be utilized as catalyst support due to their high surface area and 

hierarchical porosity. Single-patch magnetic particles have the potential to be utilized as 

remotely manipulated drug delivery vehicles with therapeutics infused in the well-defined 

pores of the latex matrices. Bi-patch and tri-patch magnetic supraparticles could potentially 

find application in microfluidic mixing31 and as model systems to study the complex 

assembly of patchy anisotropic particles.32 
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5.1 Introduction 

Researchers have explored avenues of novel drug delivery based on liposomes1-4, 

microbubbles5-7, and solid and liquid nanoparticles.8 Particulate drug delivery systems have 

received special attention since they offer a number of advantages as compared to the 

methods based on liposomes and micelles.9,10 These systems present a range of parameters 

like well defined porosity, narrow size distributions, and size which can be easily controlled 

and in turn provide a handle over the release rate of administered drug from the system.11 

Particle based delivery techniques offer encapsulation of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

substances, small and large molecules, proteins and nucleic acids. Additionally they provide 

enhanced stability, high carrier capacity and the possibility of variable routes of 

administration, including oral application and inhalation.12,13 Nanoparticles can be designed 

or assembled in hierarchical porous structures to allow controlled (sustained) drug release 

from the matrix.1,9,12 The introduction of magnetic patches in the drug loaded porous particle 

carriers can transform them into remotely addressed vehicles, which can be transported in-

vivo to the target site thus improving drug bioavailability and reduction of the dosing 

frequency.11,14 

Researchers have reported various routes for fabricating porous supraparticles by self 

assembly of micro and nanoparticle, which can be classified into the categories of wet self 

assembly (WSA)15-22 and dry self assembly (DSA)23-25. We recently reported a scalable DSA 

technique for the fabrication of three dimensional hierarchical porous assemblies of micro 

and nanoparticles inside droplet templates.26 The control in the system parameters and 
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droplet composition allow production of assemblies with unique photonic, anisotropic and 

magnetic properties.14,26 The infusion of well defined pore structure with a drug and 

introduction of magnetic patches in our supraparticles can transform them into remotely 

driven drug delivery vehicles.   

Estimation and characterization of drug release rate from nanoparticle and micro 

particulate clusters in a live environment is an essential part of the drug design.27 The rate of 

release of drug from particulate systems is dependent on a range of parameters which 

include porosity, particle size distribution, nature of the surrounding environment, affinity 

between drug and particle material, crystallinity of the system, volume of liquid surrounding 

the particle and loading concentration of drug. The conventional method used to monitor the 

release profile of drug from polymer matrices comprises of dispersing the drug-loaded 

particles in aqueous environment and then withdrawing samples at equal time intervals.28 

The concentration of the sample is measured using spectrophotometry and plotted against 

time to determine drug release profiles. However, the conventional method has a limitation 

on the number of parametric combinations that can be screened in a given amount of time. 

Such setup calls for constant manual effort or expensive robotic tools to carry out time-

consuming intermediate steps.29 

We report here a new microfluidic channel device based in-vitro method for the 

characterization of sustained release of dye (drug simulant) from polymeric supraparticles. 

Our technique overcomes the need for complex laboratory setup for regular sampling and 

measurements done in conventional evaluation of release profiles of drug from polymer 
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matrices. The operation of our microfluidic chip is demonstrated by exposing the dye-

infused hierarchical porous assemblies to the solvent flow environment and performing 

colorimetric measurements on the dye release patterns. We also interpret the pattern of dye 

leaching in microfluidic channel based on two separate theoretical models available in 

literature.30,31 Mass transfer modeling allows us to extend our understanding and analyze the 

release of drug from supraparticle carriers of varying porosity, size and chemistry. 

 

5.2. Experimental Section 

Surfactant-free, sulfate-stabilized polystyrene latex microspheres of 320 nm diameter 

were purchased from Interfacial Dynamics Corp. (Portland, OR, USA).  Deionized (DI) 

water was obtained from a Millipore RiOs 16 RO water purification system (Bedford, MA, 

USA). The original latex suspension was washed twice with DI water followed by 

centrifugation at 3000 g for 20 min. After decanting the supernatant, the microspheres were 

sonicated for 10 min and diluted with DI water to adjust the final volume fraction (20% v/v). 

The Allura Red (AR) dye (Aldrich) was dissolved in DI water to prepare 5% w/v solution. A 

coating of polysiloxane was deposited around the magnetic Iron-Nickel alloy (Fe 55%, 

Ni 45%) nanoparticles. To perform the coating process, 4.0 g of Fe/Ni powder was dispersed 

in a mixture of 40 mL ethanol and 10 mL tetraorthosilicate. An aliquot of 2.5 mL of 25% 

ammonium hydroxide was added dropwise to this suspension and stirred for 48 hours. The 

suspended particles were centrifuged and washed three times with ethanol and three times 
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with DI water. Their final concentration in DI water was adjusted to 2% w/v. The size of the 

magnetic particles was determined as 180 ± 20 nm using SEM. 

 

5.2.1. Fabrication of ‘Dye Pellet’ and ‘Dye Infused Latex Supraparticle’ 

Suspension Mixture A for Dye Pellet (D-Pellet): The dye and magnetic particle 

suspensions were mixed at 9:1 volumetric ratio for the fabrication of dye pellet. Ultra 

micropipette (Eppendorf North America Inc., NY, USA) was used to dispense 2.5 µL 

droplets of the suspension mixture onto a silicon nanowire (Si-NW) coated 

superhydrophobic substrate.32  A rod like magnet (National Imports LLC, Vienna, VA, 

USA) with a field strength = 0.5 Tesla was used to hold the drying dye droplets in place. 

Suspension Mixture B for Dye Infused Latex Supraparticle (DIL-Supraparticle): The 

latex microsphere suspension, dye suspension and magnetic particle suspension were mixed 

in 9:9:2 volumetric proportions and 5.0 µL droplets of the mixture were dispensed onto a 

LDPE coated superhydrophobic substrate using an ultra micropipette.32 

All droplets were allowed to dry at ambient temperature (22±1 °C) under routine 

laboratory conditions to fabricate supraparticles. 

 

5.2.2. Fabrication of microfluidic channel network for release monitoring 

The masters for the microfluidic channel devices were created by coating SU-8 2050 

photoresist (MicroChem, Inc.) on a silicon wafer to a thickness of 600 µm using a spin-

coater (Model P6700, Specialty Coating Systems, Inc.). The transparency photomasks 
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containing 500 µm wide channel designs were brought into contact with the SU-8 

photoresist followed by UV exposure (Model B-100A, Black-Ray). After post-baking, the 

UV-exposed wafers were treated in SU-8 developer solution (MicroChem, Inc.) and hard-

baked. The PDMS precursor (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was cast on the channel masters 

and cured at 70 °C. After peeling off the PDMS layers the channels were closed by a glass 

slide. The holes to connect the fluid inlet and outlet tubes were punched at each end of the 

channel using a blunt 16-gauge needle. The resulting microfluidic chips had a length of 

36 mm, a width of 0.5 mm, and a height of 0.6 mm. The 3 mL syringe (Becton, Dickinson 

and Co.) used for pumping the DI water is attached to an 8-syringe pump (Model NE-1800, 

www.syringepump.com) and the syringe needle is connected to the inlet of microchannel 

using microbore tubing (TYGON S-54-HL, Saint-Gobain PPL. Corp.). The outlet of the 

microchannel is connected through microbore tubing to an open liquid collecting reservoir. 

 

5.2.3. Dye intensity measurements 

The color intensity change of dye in the observation chamber of the microfluidic 

characterization devices was recorded from the top using a SZ61 (0.7 - 4.5× zoom) Olympus 

stereomicroscope. Optical micrographs of the observation chamber were recorded at regular 

intervals under constant illumination conditions using a digital camera attached to the 

microscope and later analyzed using Adobe Photoshop to develop dye intensity profiles. 

Dye concentration standards were developed by pumping aqueous dye solutions of known 

concentration through the microfluidic characterization chip at 5 µL/min. The standards 
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were used to translate the dye intensity recorded in the observation chamber into release rate 

of dye. 

 

5.3. Results and Discussion 

The process begins with the fabrication of dye infused supraparticles using droplet 

templated dispensed on solid substrates (Fig. 5.1). Aqueous suspension droplets when 

dispensed on superhydrophobic substrates26,32 assume near spherical shape due to the 

combined effect of high contact angle values and low Bond Number33 ( 2
oB grρ γ= Δ ) 

where ρΔ is the density difference between droplet and surrounding fluid, acceleration 

due to gravity,  droplet radius and 

g

r γ  is the interfacial tension. The initial particle volume 

fraction in the dye and latex suspension droplets is higher than 10% which dictates the final 

shape of the porous latex dried assemblies to be near spherical (inset Fig 5.1).14 The free 

volume available for random thermal motion of the microparticle inside the droplets keeps 

reducing due to evaporation of the solvent, thus forcing the microspheres to self assemble 

into close packed structure. During the fabrication of dye infused latex supraparticle (DIL-

Supraparticle), dye migrates towards the exposed part of the droplets with the evaporating 

solvent flux thus producing an enclosure layer (Fig. 5.1). 

The droplet templates for the dye pellets (D-Pellet) were not easy to dispense due to 

low contact angle hysteresis of the silicon nanowire substrates. The problem of holding the 

droplets in place during drying was overcome by mixing magnetic nanoparticles in the 

suspensions and immobilizing the droplets using a rod-like magnet held under the 
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superhydrophobic substrates (Fig. 5.1). However, during the final stages of drying the 

droplet meniscus invaginates and final assembly acquires a dimple due to internal pinning.14 

The minimum size of the droplet that could be easily dispensed (> 2.0 µL) was the 

determining factor for the initial mass of dye present in the dye pellets. The initial 

concentration of dye also needed to be maintained above 5 wt% to avoid the formation of 

coffee ring34 and fabricate near spherical pellets.14 The amount of dye (drug simulant) 

present in the porous latex matrix and the dye pellet was kept constant ( 59 10−×  g) for 

comparative study of sustained release. 

The fabricated particle assemblies (D-Pellet or DIL-Supraparticle) are introduced 

into the loading chamber of the microfluidic chip (Figure 5.2) for sustained release 

characterization. DI water is pumped from left to right to expose the supraparticle to a 

steady flow of liquid and observe the dye leaching phenomena. Two pillar stoppers in the 

loading chamber prevent the particle from reaching the channel neck and clogging it. The 

inlet fluid flow rate was maintained at 5 µL/min. The low flow rates allow enough time for 

the diffusive mixing in the channel network before the leached dye reaches the observation 

chamber thus preventing significant variations in dye intensity due to non-uniform velocity 

profile across the cross section of rectangular channel. 
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Figure 5.1. Schematics (not drawn to scale) of the formation process of DIL-Supraparticle 
and D-Pellet. The optical micrographs on the right show the side profile of D-Supraparticle 
and top profile of D-Pellet. All scale bars are 500 µm. 

  

 

Figure 5.2. Schematic representation of soft lithography based microfluidic channel 
network employed to characterize the release rate of dye from porous microsphere network 
matrices. 
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Figure 5.3. Snapshots of microfluidic network taken during the dye release characterization 
experiments. The first and second series shows the comparison of dye dissolution from the 
D-Pellet and DIL-Supraparticle respectively. 

 
The comparison of movie snapshots of dye release inside the loading chamber, from 

D-Pellet and DIL-Supraparticle highlight the sustained release performance of porous 

microsphere support (Fig 5.3). The dye pellet starts dissolving quickly and reaches its peak 

intensity (60 s) and then decays until the magnetic nanoparticles core is exposed (120 s).  

The magnetic nanoparticles core then acts like a porous matrix and release the dye at a 

slower rate until all dye is dissolved (~180 s). In contrast the porous latex matrices take four 

times longer to release the same amount of dye under the same flow conditions. The release 

rate of dye from the supraparticle reaches its peak by ~60 s but decays at a sustained rate for 
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a longer time (~720 s). The resistance for slow release arises due to the need for the solvent 

to enter the pores of the latex microsphere matrix and then dissolve the dye. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Release rate of dye measured for D-Pellet and DIL-Supraparticle in the novel 
microfluidic characterization system. 

 

The dye intensity data for the D-Pellet and the DIL-Supraparticle at the observation 

chamber were recorded and compared with dye-concentration standards to quantify the 

amount of dye released (Fig. 5.4). The dye intensity for the D-Pellet rapidly reaches a peak 
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value and then decays at approximately the same speed. The initial rapid release before 

reaching the peak value can be explained as an artifact of lag time required for the hydration 

and subsequent dissolution of dye. The dye intensity profile for DIL-Supraparticle exhibits 

similar behavior, which explains the dissolution of dye covering layer formed during the 

fabrication. However the peak intensity value for the DIL-Supraparticle is three times lower. 

The porous supraparticle sustains the dye and releases it over an extended time interval as is 

evident from a long decay tail of the dye release curve (Fig. 5.4). The area under the curves 

for dye release rate of both D-Pellet and the DIL-Supraparticle match well within practical 

experimental limits, which verifies the complete leaching of dye mass, initially present in 

equal amounts. The experimental data were normalized so that the area under curves is equal 

to the initial amount of dye present in the D-Pellet and DIL-Supraparticle. 

We investigated the pattern of dye release from porous latex matrices and the dye 

pellet based on diffusion and dissolution models available in literature.30,31 Our assumptions 

for the model are that the particles are spherical, concentration of dye is uniform throughout 

the particle and diffusion coefficient of dye is concentration independent. We also assume 

that the system acts in a perfect sink condition wherein all the dye that is leached is instantly 

removed by the incoming flow of solvent. The calculations are done only for the 

concentration decay part of dye release profiles due to unavailability of complete 

information for the initial section of experimental curves. 
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Figure 5.5. Schematics of the system parameters and streamline flow around the spherical 
particle inside the loading chamber. 

 
Release Model for D-Pellet: The release of dye from the pellet in an aqueous 

environment can be modeled as unsteady-state convective mass transfer from the surface of 

a solid sphere in a laminar flow (Figure 5.5).30 The diameter of the D-Pellet particle 

decreases with time. The mass balance on the D-Pellet follows a classical Noyes-Whitney 

equation35 

24 (
Ew ls A A

dM r M k C C
dt

π= )−    (5.1) 

   

where M  is the mass of ‘dye pellet’ at any time ,  is the radius at any time t , t r wM  is the 

molecular weight of dye (496.2 g/mol)36,  is the mass transfer coefficient,  is the 

concentration of dye at any time t  and 

lsk AC

EAC = 22 wt% is the saturation concentration36 of 
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dye. To estimate the mass transfer coefficient for liquids and a Reynolds number range of 2 

– 2000 the following expressions can be used30 

    (5.2) 0.5 1/3
Re2 0.95Sh ScN N= + N

Sherwood Number   ls p
Sh

AB

k D
N

D
=      (5.3) 

Schmidt Number    Sc
l AB

N
D
μ

ρ
=      (5.4) 

 

Reynolds Number    Re
p lD v

N
ρ

μ
=      (5.5) 

   

where = initial particle diameter (0.02616 cm), is the binary diffusion coefficient of 

dye in water, 

pD ABD

μ is viscosity of the media surrounding the sphere, assumed to be the same as 

water (0.001 Pa-s), lρ is density of the water = 1000 kg/m3,  is flow velocity of water. 

can be assumed to be zero since all dye that is released from the pellet is swept away by 

liquid flow. Hence, the dye release rate can be expressed as 

v

AC

.
24

Ew ls A
dMM r M k C
dt

π= = −    (5.6) 

 

The values of dye release rate estimated from the model correlate well with our 

experimental results except for the final stages where the dye pellet seems to behave as 

sustained release carrier (Fig. 5.6). We expect such behavior is due to the presence of 

magnetic nanoparticles core which acts as porous support and slows the release of dye in 
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controlled fashion much alike porous latex supraparticle. The value of diffusion coefficient 

of dye which fits the experimental data is 1.44×10-5 cm2/s. 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Comparison between dye release rates from dye pellet and the predictions of 
theoretical model. 
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Release Model for DIL-Supraparticle: The release of dye from the latex 

supraparticle matrix can be estimated using the theoretical model proposed by Peppas et al.31 

The model takes into account the role of both diffusion and the dissolution process of dye in 

the kinetics of release from porous non-swellable polymeric microsphere system. Transient 

Fickian diffusion equation is combined with a linear first order dissolution term. The 

solution of the equation provides the following expression for the estimation of total amount 

of dye released from the porous supraparticle at any time t  

2 2 2 2 2 2
3

2 2 2
1

( ) {1 exp[ ( )8
( )E

i i i
t A

n i

D n D n D nM R C
D n

]}π τ π π τπ ε
π

∞

=

+ + − − +
=

+∑   (5.7) 

 
'
ABD t Rτ = 2       (5.8) 

 
2 '

iD KR D= AB      (5.9) 
   

where tM  is the total mass of dye release by time t , R  is the radius of supraparticle, ε  is 

the porosity (0.252 for hexagonal closed packing of microspheres), τ  is the dimensionless 

time,  is the first order dissolution constant,  is a dimensionless number analogous to 

Damköhler Number representing the ratio of dissolution/diffusion contribution. is the 

effective diffusion coefficient which is related to the dye diffusion coefficient and the 

tortuosity 

K iD

'
ABD

δ  of the pores of latex microsphere matrix as 

 
    '

AB ABD D δ=       (5.10) 
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Figure 5.7. Comparison between dye release rates from DIL-Supraparticle and the 
predictions of the model. 
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For all practical purposes the tortuosity (δ ) can be approximated as 3. The peak 

value of the dye release rate calculated from the mass transfer model matches well with the 

experimental data (Fig. 5.7). However, the diffusion model for supraparticle underevaluates 

the rate of release of dye as is evident from significant difference in the area under the 

experimental and theoretical curves. The limitation of the model with regards to our 

microfluidic chip system is that it treats the release from the particle in a static solvent 

environment. However, our system exposes the supraparticle to laminar flow where the 

solvent is entering the pores of the matrix and dissolving the dye at higher rate than 

predicted by theory. Our hypothesis is that there is a need to account for the effect of 

hydrodynamic flow on the particles, which might explain the rapid dissolution of dye. We 

aim to develop a generalized mass transfer model to explain and quantify the effect of fluid 

dynamics on the release of material from porous support. 

 

5.4. Conclusions 

We present a novel microfluidic based method for the characterization of sustained 

release of soluble material from porous supraparticle assemblies. The method overcomes the 

need for bulk laboratory setup and at the same time minimizes the amount of reagents used 

in the drug development process. The experimental results demonstrate the utility of porous 

microsphere matrices as drug delivery carriers. Our technique has potential for inexpensive 

simultaneous characterization of multiple drug loaded particles under well defined 
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experimental conditions. The design of our microfluidic chip can be easily modified to 

incorporate more than one particle and scrutinize their release performance. 

We have characterized the release pattern of dye based on diffusion and dissolution 

models available in the literature. The dye pellet dissolution data correlate well with model 

calculations with the exception of sustained release behavior of magnetic nanoparticles core. 

However, the model for dye release from polymer matrices is not capable of completely 

describing the release rates of the latex supraparticles. Our next step will be to study the 

fluid dynamics around the supraparticle and incorporate the effect of hydrodynamic flow 

into the existing theoretical model which potentially is able to account for faster release of 

dye. 
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Chapter 6.   

Summary and Outlook 
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6.1 Summary  

The aim of my thesis research has been to perform laboratory operations inside 

microliter size droplets and exploit them as addressable sites for the development of 

bioassays or for the synthesis of materials with novel photonic and anisotropic properties. 

Execution of procedures inside droplets allowed us to overcome the challenges incurred in 

conventional channel based microfluidic techniques. 

During the first project we developed and simultaneously performed bioassays in 

microliter-sized droplets freely suspended on the surface of high density fluorinated oil and 

immobilized using a dielectrophoretic chip. These assays enabled optical detection of 

various analytes based on particle microseparations inside evaporating container droplets. 

We developed and characterized the bioassays based on their ‘limit of detection (LOD)’, 

‘results read-out time’ and ‘sample volume’. The droplet bioassays were also constructed 

with latex and ricin simulants immobilized onto the surface of gold nanoparticles and their 

performance was compared with hand held assays (HHA) obtained from United States 

Department of Defense (DOD). The droplet microbioassays were found to be 10 times better 

in terms of lower LOD and 100 times more efficient in terms of ‘sample volume’. A kinetic 

agglutination model was developed for the system based on incubation time and analyte 

concentration. The results for correlation between theory and experimental outcomes allow 

generalization of the model to almost any droplet-particle assembly process. This research 

can also be extended for the fabrication of point-of-care microfluidic device where nanoliter 

volumes of multiple samples can be injected and results are read out directly. 
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The second project was focused on the formation of meniscus-directed three-

dimensional assemblies of micro and nanoscale particles inside droplet templates dispensed 

on solid surfaces. We used drying sessile droplets, which assume spherical shape when 

dispensed on superhydrophobic substrates, as templates for assembling latex microspheres 

and gold nanoparticles into close packed structures due to restricted free volume. Since the 

hierarchical structures are ready to use after drying of droplets, this novel method of 

fabrication has been termed dry self assembly (DSA). Spherical opals of 1 – 2 mm in size 

could be easily produced within an hour in large quantities by this very simple and efficient 

process. Upon illumination with collimated light, the dried spherical supraparticles display 

discrete colored ring diffraction patterns created by the periodic arrangement of latex 

particles in the surface layer. The physical origin of the colored patterns was investigated 

and the relationship between the size of colored rings generated by incident light, 

corresponding wavelength and nanoparticle diameter was established. A series of systematic 

experiments were conducted to conclude that ring size decreases as the latex particle 

diameter in the opals increases. This trend was quantified using Bragg’s law of diffraction. 

In the next stage we explored, understood and explained the application of DSA in 

producing various types of anisotropies (composition and shape) in the supraparticles. 

Variation in system parameters including microsphere type, initial particle volume fractions 

and controlled pinning of the droplet templates allowed synthesis of nanoparticle assemblies 

of more complex shape and composition. Shape anisotropy is demonstrated by fabricating 

doughnut assemblies, whereas composition anisotropy is demonstrated by constructing 
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patchy (mono, bi-, tri-) magnetic supraparticles. These supraparticles have a unique feature 

of well defined pores wherein drug/materials can be entrained for sustained release. This 

research will allow the development of micro-scale drug (or any substance which can be 

contained in the particle matrix) carriers which can be remotely manipulated using magnetic 

fields. 

The final stage of this thesis dissertation research comprised of the development of 

microfluidic channel based procedure to analyze and evaluate the release rate of materials 

from dye infused latex matrices fabricated using DSA and colloidal nutrient carriers. The 

research involved design and fabrication of microchannel networks using soft lithography 

techniques for analyzing the physical effects taking place in colloidal suspensions. We also 

established the potential of the novel microchip based evaluation procedure to perform real 

time observations and characterize the dye (drug simulant) release rate from supraparticles. 

 

6.2 Outlook 

The applicability of my graduate research is inherent in the versatility of 

microdroplets, which serve as individually addressable sites to perform biodetection and 

materials synthesis operations. Our droplet system introduces the discrete element in 

biodetection methods wherein multiple samples can be compartmentalized and 

simultaneously processed. The physical parameters of the droplet containers such as volume, 

shape and concentrations can be precisely defined for system optimization. The sessile 

spherical droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces can function as lenses for focusing the 
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incident probe light beams which may find application in the development of inexpensive 

high sensitivity point of care devices for third world countries. The dry self assembly 

method can be employed in large scale fabrication of anisotropic assemblies with unique 

optical and magnetic properties. Microdroplet engineering showcases its potential for 

generating soft matter with unique properties. 

 

 


